Culturing Philanthropy

GSDM’S philanthropic culture is in place, and the potential is unlimited.
A pacesetter from Venezuela
Ernesto Muller PERIO 61 thinks that lessons in philanthropy should be part of every dental student’s education.

Every dollar counts
Professor Anita Gohel says, “You’re not involved with GSDM for just four years. You belong to it for a lifetime.”

Giving back through teaching
Carl McManama believes teaching future dental educators is among the greatest ways to give.

Inspired by a mentor
Paul Fugazzotto PERIO 81 pledged in honor of the late Gerald M. Kramer.

BU Launches First-Ever Comprehensive Campaign (and it’s for $1 BILLION!)

Class Gift Program
At GSDM, our future alumni are already giving.

“Our 50th anniversary lets us reflect upon the journey thus far—and take a look at our future.”
—Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter
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DEAR ALUMNI AND FRIENDS,

Throughout the calendar year of 2013 the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine (GSDM) will celebrate our 50th Anniversary giving us an opportunity to reflect upon the journey thus far—and to take a look at our future. Our alumni and friends have certainly been central to our success and growth thus far and you will undoubtedly be a very important part of our celebration and our future.

Sincerely,

JEFFREY W. HUTTER
Dean

Associate Dean of Advanced Education Dr. Tom Kilgore has led an energetic and passionate working group that has planned a year of celebration for our School. The festivities begin with a kick-off Alumni Reception Friday, February 1 at our reception held during the Yankee Dental Congress in Boston. This will be followed by events and receptions across the country and the world throughout 2013.

As many of you have heard me say, it is my great honor and privilege to serve as Dean of GSDM. As I reflect on the extraordinary leaders who preceded me and the impact of the growth and development they oversaw during the first 50 years, my commitment and belief in our mission, our vision, and our future are redoubled. We are currently implementing an Applied Strategic Plan which will herald a bold and dynamic future for our School.

As you will read inside, the University has launched an historic and ambitious campaign to raise $1 billion dollars. The cornerstone of this campaign is “Choose to be Great.” It is a source of great pride to be affiliated with a great, urban, research university with such aspiration and confidence. Similarly, I am proud to be leading GSDM, an institution that has grown so dramatically and exceeded so many expectations in its first 50 years. This One Billion Dollar Campaign, the first of its kind for Boston University, marks a significant moment in the history of our University and our School. What also makes this Campaign different than others is that the money we are able to raise will remain with the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine. The money we raise will be ours to use and will go to the funding of our new facility, along with the establishment of endowed Professorships and Scholarships.

Your support of this Campaign will be critical to our ability to transform our School as we Choose to be Great and in so doing we realize my and what I hope is now your vision for the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine becoming the premier Center of Excellence in Oral Health Education, Research, Patient Care and Community Service in this nation and the world.

I will be asking each and every one of you to support our School with your time, your effort, your personal philanthropy, and your connections to corporate and foundation support as well as individual philanthropists. The money we raise will go toward the funding of our proposed new facility, along with the establishment of endowed professorships and scholarships.

I am thrilled to be part of celebrating our past and leading the charge into our future. I am honored that you, our alumni and friends, will join me. I look forward to seeing you on February 1 at our Kick-off Alumni Reception and at our 50th Anniversary celebratory events.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey W. Hutter
Dean

GSOM

NO LONGER THE NEWBIES

TRADESTION CONTINUES AT SECOND ANNUAL WHITE COAT CEREMONY & FAMILY WEEKEND

GSOM hosted the second annual Family Weekend, which culminated with the White Coat Ceremony, on Saturday, July 7, 2012, for the DMD Class of 2014 and the A5 Class of 2013. Students and their families enjoyed guided tours of the School during the day and then gathered at the George Sherman Union at 775 Commonwealth Avenue for the ceremony in the late afternoon. Nearly 700 people attended.

The White Coat Ceremony marks the midway point of the students’ education and celebrates their transition from the classroom to the treatment center. Students will now begin managing the comprehensive oral health care of their assigned patients and providing them with needed treatment in the fifth-and sixth-floor Patient Treatment Centers of the School of Dental Medicine.

“Our students have reached a significant milestone in their dental education,” said Assistant Dean of Students Dr. Joseph Calabrese. “This is a tradition that I, as well as our students, look forward to every year. I know how proud I was of our students so I can only imagine how their families must have felt.”

Keynote speaker and former Massachusetts Dental Society president Dr. Andrea Richman said to students, “Each of you has been awarded a coveted slot in this School because you have that capacity to transition from student to doctor. This is what your next one to two years are about—not just changing coats, but changing your mindset; learning to accept responsibility for your decisions and learning to be a professional.”

Students show off their smocks at the 2012 White Coat Ceremony.
THE MENTAL BLOCKS ROCK BU

The Mental Blocks—a.k.a. Drs. Ira Weinberg, Fred Harrington, and Dan Moran—and students Chris Bickford DMD 13, Habib Tarzi DMD 13, and Sherin Tabeshfar PROS 13—played a sold-out concert with special guests the BUMC Band on Saturday, April 28, 2012, in Bakst Auditorium on the BU Medical Campus.

The show raised money for the Boston Medical Center Food Pantry, which relies 100% on donations and gives hospital patients healthy food and cooking lessons in its demonstration kitchen.

Dr. Moran credits Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter with making the idea of a concert at the School a reality. “It was important to us that we do something significant for the community and make ourselves an example of what is possible when people join together to do something that is fun, inspiring, and productive,” Dr. Moran said.

“I have played harp since I was a teen and figured it might be fun to get together and make music,” Dr. Moran said. “Dr. Harrington insisted that I be the lead singer, something I had never done before, but I gave it a go.”

— Dr. Dan Moran

Members of the Curriculum Summit II, led by Drs. Carl McManama and Cataldo Leone, met March 29 and 30, 2012, at the Hotel Commonwealth to address the following objectives:

1. Create a patient-centered clinical education construct for faculty-guided, student-provided, high-quality care of patients that begins in a centralized diagnostic center and transitions to group practices having designated spaces, staff, faculty, auxiliary professionals, and students.

2. Create integrated groups of oral (pre- and post-doctoral students/residents) and other health care providers supported by dental practice management staff, leading to clinical activity being conducted under a group practice model.

3. Increase the number of patient procedures by 20%, with 20% of all patients as self-insurance pay by September 2013, in order to provide students with a more comprehensive clinical experience.

The summit featured student, faculty, and staff representatives and was facilitated by Ms. Denise Cavanaugh of Washington, D.C.—based strategy firm Cavanaugh, Hagan, Pierson & Miritz. Ms. Cavanaugh has many years of experience facilitating meetings for educational and nonprofit institutions.

Also playing an active role in the meeting was Director of Doctor Relations at Gentle Dental Dr. David A. Russell. Dr. Russell is also the former associate dean for clinical affairs at Tufts University School of Dental Medicine, which has relied on a group practice model for the last 15 years. He has also worked with several institutions to set up group practice models and was able to provide examples and insights into many of the topics discussed during the summit.

Said Ms. Cavanaugh: “In a survey given at the Dental School prior to the summit, it was noted that 80% of graduates go to work in a group practice setting, so I am confident that moving to a group practice model at GSDM will serve to better prepare students.”

According to Dr. McManama, “This will result in a significant change in the way we do business. I am very excited about the future, and feel very proud of what we have done, and what we will accomplish. Within a few years, GSDM will truly be the premier center for clinical education and patient care.”

WORKING TOWARD A GROUP PRACTICE MODEL AT GSDM

STUDENT TEACHING ASSISTANT PROGRAM A GREAT SUCCESS FOR 2011-12 SCHOOL YEAR

The 2011-12 academic year saw the largest group of fourth-year DMD students volunteer as teaching assistants for the Pre-Doctoral Occlusion and Pre-Clinical Removable Prosthodontics courses at the Dental School.

The DMD 4s assisted Clinical Associate Professor Dr. Mark Ferriero and Clinical Professor and Director of Pre-Dental Removable Prosthodontics Dr. Ronni Schnell with their respective courses for the 2011-2012 school year. The students were honored at a kuchen on May 15, 2012. Student teaching assistants included: (Pre-Clinical Removable Prosthodontics) Jun Hyuk Hwang, Alisan Kovalch, Saif Naji, Lucinda Barry, Vera Chernomordik, and Madhav Shrinivas.

(Dr. Dan Moran)
Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick appointed Associate Dean for Clinical Services Dr. Stephen Dulong to the Massachusetts Board of Registration in Dentistry (BORID) on May 30, 2012. This is a volunteer position and is effective immediately.

Dr. Dulong will complete the Board position held by former Associate Professor and Director of Minority Affairs Dr. Gregory Stoute. When this term ends on April 18, 2014, Dr. Dulong may be eligible to apply for up to two additional five-year terms.

“After Dr. Stoute resigned his position on BORID, there was no one working in education on the Board,” Dr. Dulong explains. “I thought it was important for the Board to hear that perspective and that’s why I applied for the position.”

In a letter to Dr. Dulong, the governor wrote, “Lieutenant Governor Murray and I appreciate your willingness to serve the Commonwealth in this capacity. Your experience and sound judgment will contribute substantially to the Board.”

Board Chair Dr. Nina Paul agrees: “Dr. Dulong possesses vast clinical experience and a solid academic background. We look forward to the valuable perspective that he will provide as a voting member of the Board.”

Dr. Dulong has worked with Board members previously. He belongs to a subcommittee investigating the possibility of licensing dentists to do Botox and dermal fillers. He is also an educational member of the steering committee for the North East Council of Dental Examiners (NREB), which BORID employs to give licensure exams.

BORID licenses the state’s dentists and dental hygienists; governs the practice of dentistry, dental hygiene, and dental assisting; and investigates complaints against licensed dentists.

“I applaud Dr. Dulong for taking on this excellent opportunity to give back to the dental profession,” says Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter. “I am confident he will enjoy great success in this position as he and the other Board members work to uphold the ethical standards of our profession.”

Dr. Dulong is a member of and active in the American Association of Dental Boards, Cambridge Dental Study Club, Omicron Kappa Upsilon, American College of Dentists, American Dental Association, Massachusetts Dental Society, and American Dental Education Association.

He holds a BA from Boston University and a DMD and CAGS in Prosthetic Dentistry from the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine. He was a founding member of the Restorative Dental Group of Cambridge from 1979 until his retirement from private practice in October 2010.

The NEW YORK TIMES HIGHLIGHTS GSDM GERIATRIC FELLOW LAURA KAUFMAN

Dr. Laura Kaufman provides patients with medical or dental treatments. Our patients are referred to us through Tufts University’s Friedman. Fellows focus on increasing access to oral health care for the under-served geriatric population of Boston. Said Kaufman, “Together with my assistant, Tiffany Setiono, and often with medical or dental students, we go on visits to home-bound geriatric patients in Boston, providing oral health evaluations and treatments. Our patients are referred to us through the Boston University Geriatrics Section at Boston Medical Center.”

In the past 18 months, they completed more than 200 home visits. “We examine and treat our patients in their kitchens, living rooms, and sometimes even while they are lying in bed,” Kaufman said. “Recently we have succeeded in arranging logistics to have some of our home patients treated in the School of Dental Medicine, by dental students.”

Prior to enrolling in the Geriatric Fellowship Program, Dr. Kaufman practiced dentistry for several years in a private practice in suburban Boston and, before that, in Tel Aviv, Israel, for 18 years. Inspired by the growing number of geriatric patients she was encountering in private practice and her homebound father-in-law who had no access to at-home dental services, she enrolled in the program. In addition to her home visits, she is a collaborator between the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine, Pre-Clinical and Clinical Removable Prosthetics Sections.

GOVERNOR PATRICK APPOINTS DR. STEPHEN DULONG TO BORID

Graduating members of GSDM’s Uniformed Services Student Dental Association (USSDA) came together on May 7, 2012, with their faculty advisors, Drs. Karl Flanzer and David Gabelman, as well as Assistant Dean of Students Dr. Joseph Calabrese and Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter, to reflect on their time at the School and share what lies ahead for each of them.

Following graduation, Air Force members Peter Lee DMD 12 and Thomas O’Connor DMD 12 headed to Officer Training School at Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery, Alabama. Once they complete their training, Lee will begin an AEGD residency at Offutt Air Force Base in Omaha, Nebraska. O’Connor will begin an AEGD residency at Travis Air Force Base in Fairchild, California.

Members of the Navy left for Officer Development School in Newport, Rhode Island. Following training, Derrick Call DMD 12 will begin an AEGD residency at Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base in San Diego, California. Kevin Ryan and Brad Carnemark DMD 12 will start general practice residencies at the Naval Medical Center in Portsmouth, Virginia.

Christian Lanes DMD 12 will report for duty at Naval Commander Fleet Activities in Yokosuka, Japan.

Army member Aaron Baumeier DMD 12 headed to Fort Sill in Oklahoma to practice general dentistry. Lucinda Barry DMD 12 went to Fort Jackson in Columbia, South Carolina, for an AEGD residency.

Seth Caldon DMD 12 and Kory Park DMD 12 both begin AEGD residencies at Joint Base Lewis McChord in Tacoma, Washington.

“Membership in the USSDA this year really helped with things like applying for post-doc residencies, getting to know dentists in the military, and exercising with the group to get ready for basic training,” said alum Derrick Call. “It was great to have the chance to participate in all this with the other members in the group.”

Dean Hutter added, “I am very proud of these honorable students who will soon move to all corners of the U.S. and beyond and put the dental skills and knowledge that we have taught them here to good use serving the men and women of the armed forces, and our country. I wish them safe travels and the best of success as they embark on their new adventures.”

PERIODONTAL PROJECT PICKED FOR DEVELOPMENT BY MAJOR MANUFACTURING CENTER

The Fraunhofer Center for Manufacturing Innovation has selected Drs. Robert Gyurko and Serge Dibart’s idea for a novel piezoelectric knife design and implant to accommodate narrow ridges as one of two research projects to support this year. This is the first time the center chose a research project from the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine.

The BU-Fraunhofer Alliance for Medical Devices, Instrumentation and Diagnostics expedites the time necessary for new technologies to get from research to patient use. The center employs full-time engineers and applied scientists who turn design concepts into medical instruments and devices. The finished designs attract venture funding, potential licensors, and government funding.

The GSDM team proposed a flat implant system, using flat piezoelectric knives (fracture bone saws vibrating at ultra-sonic frequencies and sub-millimeter amplitudes) and flat titanium implants.

“This piezoelectric knife can create various shapes of non-round bone cuts, as opposed to current implant drills that only make cylindrical holes,” said Dr. Gyurko. “The flat implant would address the need of patients with narrow residual jawbones without compromising implant success in the long run.”

In March 2012, Drs. Gyurko and Dibart responded to a Boston University Medical Campus request for proposals. Gyurko and Dibart later met with the Alliance Advisory Board to show the medical need for and potential impact of the design and discuss prototype development.

“This is a wonderful accomplishment and one that Dr. Dibart and his team should feel very proud of achieving,” said Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter. “In addition, the project will bring well-deserved recognition to research at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine.”

NEW ALUMS PREPARE FOR MILITARY SERVICE

STUDENTS ON A ROLL

For the third year in a row, the student team defeated the faculty and staff team at the Annual Student National Dental Association (SNDNA) Basketball Game. The final score was extremely close but the students eked out another victory by a margin of only three points.

Cheerleaders got in on the action again this year and Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter and Ramandeep Samra DMD 15 served as the game’s official referees. A game of knockout was played during halftime and Ray English DMD 14 won the half-court shot contest.

WE EXAMINE AND TREAT OUR PATIENTS IN THEIR KITCHENS, LIVING ROOMS, AND SOMETIMES EVEN WHILE THEY ARE LYING IN BED.”

— Dr. Laura Kaufman

— Dr. Laura Kaufman
GSDM REPRESENTED AT 2012 MULTICULTURAL ORAL HEALTH SUMMIT

The National Dental Association (NDA) hosted its 2012 Annual National Convention at the Boca Raton Resort & Club, in Boca Raton, Florida, July 20-24, 2012. For the first time, this year’s annual convention was held in conjunction with the Hispanic Dental Association (HDA) and the Society of American Indian Dentists (SAID). The convention focused on the theme, “Collectively Meeting the Needs of a Diverse Population to Improve Oral Health.”

Five GSDM students attended: Britteny Barrow DMD 14, Lindsy Goodman DMD 14, and Wyatt Traita DMD 14 represented the Student National Dental Association (SNDA); and Fransheska Ovalles DMD 13 and Chelsea Randall DMD 13 represented the Hispanic Student Dental Association (HSDA). Newly appointed Director of Diversity & Multicultural Affairs and Clinical Assistant Professor Dr. Larry Dunham also attended the convention for the first time since his appointment on July 1, 2012. The GSDM group was able to reunite with GSDM alum and former BU HSDA President Liz Montero DMD 11, who also attended the convention. Dean Hutter also attended and commented, “It was a wonderful conference and it was so very special to see one of our newest alumni, Liz Montero. This is such an important convention for our students and dental students everywhere, and I am so very glad that the HDA and SAID were involved this year.”

On Friday, July 20, Dean Hutter hosted a luncheon for the GSDM students during which they had an opportunity to meet Dr. Dunham. On Saturday, July 21, a Pre-doctoral and Post-doctoral Recruitment Fair for pre-dental and dental students was held. The GSDM table was hosted by Dean Hutter, Britteny Barrow, and Dr. Dunham, who said, “Boca Raton was a beautiful environment for this important conference. There was a positive energy generated to prospective students by having our dean present, along with GSDM students, promoting our Dental School. I was grateful to be a part of this conference.”

Barron, who was elected SNDA representative to the NDA House of Delegates during the conference said, “It was a great experience having our newest Director of Diversity & Multicultural Affairs, Dr. Larry Dunham, as well as Dean Hutter personally interact with the nearly 200+ student attendees! Boston University’s presence was so well received that we were invited to attend next year’s SNDA National Convention being held in Washington,D.C.”

THE 2012 PAIN CONTROL LABS: A MILESTONE SUCCESSFULLY PASSED FOR GSDM CLASS OF 2014 DMD STUDENTS

While rites of passage in many other circumstances involve activities associated with fun at GSDM, the unofficial rite of passage for DMD students involves giving and receiving shots of anesthetic. This milestone event is the annual Pain Control Lab.

Under the direction of Clinical Associate Professor and Director of Pre-doctoral Education and Vice Chairman of Dentistry and Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery at Boston Medical Center Dr. Richard D’Innocenzo—and in a notably cheerful atmosphere—the GSDM Class of 2014 DMD students participated in the Pain Control Lab on Monday, July 9, 2012, an important convention for our students and dental students everywhere, and I am so very glad that the HDA and SAID were involved this year.”

Associate Dean for Research Maria Kukuruzinska was selected to serve a four-year term as a standing member of the Tumor Progression and Metastasis (TPM) Study Section, Center for Scientific Review, at the National Institutes of Health (NIH).

Her post on the study section began July 1, 2012, and ended June 30, 2016. Dr. Kukuruzinska was nomi- nated based on her compe- tence and achievement in science as evidenced by the quality of her research accomplishments; publica- tion in scientific journals; and other significant sci- entific activities, achieve- ments, and honors. As a study section member, she will help maintain the qual- ity of the NIH peer review process.

The TPM Study Section reviews grant applications that address cancer progression, metastasis, invasion/migration, angiogenesis, and related topics.
Dr. Pushkar Mehra inducted into prestigious professional society

**SCHWEITZER FELLOW DHARA SHAH DMD 13 CREATES DENTAL INITIATIVE**

Dhara Shah DMD 13 is working with mentor and Director of School-Based Programs Corina Cukier to create a dental initiative from the ground up at Early Intervention’s Harvard, Massachusetts, location. The proposed project is supported by a Schweitzer Fellowship.

The Early Intervention organization offers supportive services at sites throughout Massachusetts to children up to three years old who have special needs. The Harvard location sees approximately 500 children, with most of them treated on home visits.

“The goal is to make the dental initiative easily sustainable and easily duplicated,” says Shah. She hopes that at the end of her one-year fellowship, Early Intervention can implement her program at its centers throughout the state and even the U.S.

**DEAN HUTTER HONORED AT RECORD-BREAKING 2012 JAY SIEBERT TRI-SCHOOL SYMPOSIUM**

The Jay Siebert Tri-School Symposium came back to BU Apr 27 & 28, 2012, and was the most highly attended symposium to date.

Post-doctoral residents from GSDM, New York University (NYU) College of Dentistry, and the University of Pennsylvania (UPenn) School of Dental Medicine presented research related to periodontology and implant dentistry at the Boston Common Hotel and Conference Center. Students and faculty from the periodontology and prosthodontics departments at each of the three schools attended.

“This Tri-School Symposium was an excellent opportunity for our periodontic and prosthodontic residents to learn about dental research that is taking place at NYU and UPenn and to network with their peers at these schools,” said Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter.

Five GSDM post-doctoral residents presented:

- Cythia Yee PERIOD 12, Piceiocclusion: Periodontally Accelerated Orthodontic Tooth Movement While Correcting Hard and Soft Tissue Deficiencies; Rozbeh Khorasavi ORAL BIO 13, New Insights into Poor Healing of Bones in Diabetes; Zeina Naser PERIOD 12, Microsurgery in Periodontal Plastic Surgery: Minimally Invasive Procedures for Maximum Esthetics; and Abdoulof Swaid PERIOD 12 and Manuel Posada PROD 12, Complex Periodontal-Prosthetic Treatments: A Sequential Team Approach for Optimal Esthetics.

The GSDM Department of Periodontics & Oral Biology supported Dean Hutter with a plaque to recognize his leadership and guidance of the department.

**NOTHING PERSONAL BRINGS HOME ANOTHER CHAMPIONSHIP**


**BU-DUBAI DENTAL COLLABORATION ENDS: INSTITUTE GRADUATES SECOND AND FINAL CLASS**

The Boston University Institute for Dental Research and Education—Dubai (BUIDRE), which in June graduated its second and final class of residents, has ended operations. It will be replaced by the Dubai School of Dental Medicine, a Dubai-led dental school within an all-academic health care center.

“BU-DUDE, a collaboration between the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine (GSDM) and comprehensive Dubai health care complex, was launched in 2008. The mutual decision to discontinue the venture, reached after Dubai authorities proposed a structure in which they would primarily manage their own institution, will allow the Dubai School of Dental Medicine to build on the efforts to create capacity in Dubai for world-class post-doctoral dental specialty programs. BU-DIDRE operated within the Academic Medical Center (AMC) at Dubai Healthcare City (DHCC), a free-trade zone of medical facilities, and offices developed to attract investment to the emirate of Dubai and to create a globally renowned academic medical campus. BU-DUDE’s aim was to improve dental care and training in the Middle East and to provide individuals to improve the oral health research, education and patient care of the region,” said GSMD Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter. The institute educated dental school graduates in an array of specialties.

**BU-DUBAI FELLOWSHIP ENDS: INSTITUTE WELCOMES THIRD AND FINAL CLASS**

The Jay Siebert Tri-School Symposium came back to BU Apr 27 & 28, 2012, and was the most highly attended symposium to date.

Post-doctoral residents from GSDM, New York University (NYU) College of Dentistry, and the University of Pennsylvania (UPenn) School of Dental Medicine presented research related to periodontology and implant dentistry at the Boston Common Hotel and Conference Center. Students and faculty from the periodontology and prosthodontic departments at each of the three schools attended.

“This Tri-School Symposium was an excellent opportunity for our periodontic and prosthodontic residents to learn about dental research that is taking place at NYU and UPenn and to network with their peers at these schools,” said Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter.

Five GSDM post-doctoral residents presented:

- Cythia Yee PERIOD 12, Piceiocclusion: Periodontally Accelerated Orthodontic Tooth Movement While Correcting Hard and Soft Tissue Deficiencies; Rozbeh Khorasavi ORAL BIO 13, New Insights into Poor Healing of Bones in Diabetes; Zeina Naser PERIOD 12, Microsurgery in Periodontal Plastic Surgery: Minimally Invasive Procedures for Maximum Esthetics; and Abdoulof Swaid PERIOD 12 and Manuel Posada PROD 12, Complex Periodontal-Prosthetic Treatments: A Sequential Team Approach for Optimal Esthetics.

The GSDM Department of Periodontics & Oral Biology supported Dean Hutter with a plaque to recognize his leadership and guidance of the department.


**BU-DUBAI DENTAL COLLABORATION ENDS: INSTITUTE GRADUATES SECOND AND FINAL CLASS**

The Boston University Institute for Dental Research and Education—Dubai (BUIDRE), which in June graduated its second and final class of residents, has ended operations. It will be replaced by the Dubai School of Dental Medicine, a Dubai-led dental school within an all-academic health care center.

“BU-DUDE, a collaboration between the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine (GSDM) and comprehensive Dubai health care complex, was launched in 2008. The mutual decision to discontinue the venture, reached after Dubai authorities proposed a structure in which they would primarily manage their own institution, will allow the Dubai School of Dental Medicine to build on the efforts to create capacity in Dubai for world-class post-doctoral dental specialty programs. BU-DIDRE operated within the Academic Medical Center (AMC) at Dubai Healthcare City (DHCC), a free-trade zone of medical facilities, and offices developed to attract investment to the emirate of Dubai and to create a globally renowned academic medical campus. BU-DUDE’s aim was to improve dental care and training in the Middle East and to provide individuals to improve the oral health research, education and patient care of the region,” said GSMD Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter. The institute educated dental school graduates in an array of specialties.

“As a result of the experience and knowledge gained through its collaboration with BU, AMC and DHCC, BUIDRE is now well poised to replicate the excellent academic offering and fulfill its vision of establishing a local post-doctoral dental school,” announced a DHCC news release. The release quoted the vice chairman of the DHCC Authority: “We are confident that the shift in strategic focus to local governance will ensure that our clinical, education, and research programs are aligned to international best practice with a strong focus on local needs.”

BUIDRE’s two classes had 27 graduates, all but 2 of whom are practicing in Dubai, the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and the Gulf region. Hutter says. The other two graduates are pursuing further studies at GSDM.

Wills Wang, a BU vice president and associate provost, says that the University is grateful to Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, vice president and prime minister and ruler of Dubai, Princess Haya Bint Al Hussein, chair of the Dubai Healthcare City Authority, and the leadership of DHCC and AMC “for the opportunity to create one of the finest institutions for advanced specialty oral health care education and research” in Dubai, the UAE, and the region.

“We are proud of the dedicated and talented faculty, staff, students, and graduates of BUIDRE,” Hutter says, “and wish the Dubai School of Dental Medicine well in the new endeavor.”

(Credit: BU Today)
GOAL 1: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT A NEW FACILITY WHICH SUPPORTS OUR MISSION.

Achievements -
- A task force worked with the Smith Group architectural firm to analyze existing space and utilization, understand future direction and needs, develop and present several facility solution options, and develop a Facility Master Plan for the School.
- The School engaged the Huron Consulting Group to develop a financial model to forecast the financial implications of the Facility Master Plan.
- The administration presented the Facility Master Plan and Comparative Analysis of proposed sites for a new GSDM facility to the University Space Committee.

Future plan - Work with the Schools of Medicine and Public Health in determining future space needs of the Medical Campus and how the new GSDM facility might meet those space needs corporately.

GOAL 2: PROVIDE EXCELLENCE IN LIFE LONG DENTAL EDUCATION AND SCHOLARSHIP.

Achievements -
- In December 2010 a Curriculum Summit was held to review the DMD curriculum in light of our goal to provide excellence in lifelong dental education and scholarship. The didactic curriculum is being revised to support a new framework for didactic and clinical education.
- In March 2012 a second Curriculum Summit was held to engage a cross-section of the School community in a preplanning process to explore the transition of the current student internship service setting into a Group Practice Model.

Future plan - Planning for the preliminary design of the Group Practice Model has started. Key success factors have been identified and task forces are being created. Task forces will present next steps at the annual ASP meeting.

GOAL 3: PROMOTE CONTINUOUS SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY AND SCHOLARSHIP THROUGH OUTSTANDING BASIC, CLINICAL, AND TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH.

Achievements -
- The School has developed a Research Office under the associate dean for research (ADR) with an extensive research infrastructure supportive of faculty development. Grant support mechanisms are in place to facilitate internal and external grant application processes, including RIR applications.
- ADR designed and facilitated the establishment of multi- and interdisciplinary research teams, e.g., the Oral Cancer Research Initiative (OCRRI), which resulted in 34 collaborations in 6 months.
- ADR developed a dental research website to showcase emerging scholars, share new collaborations, and provide the GSDM community with extensive funding opportunities.
- ADR established the inaugural Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine Research Retreat in an effort to expand awareness about research taking place at the School and to explore new collaborative opportunities.
- Research workshops are scheduled regularly to help faculty establish new funding and resources and expand professional networks.
- ADR created faculty profile pages for the GSDM community.

Future plan - During the annual ASP meeting, a strategy about positioning ourselves to be responsive to possible funding support changes was discussed. This strategy discussion will be continued.

GOAL 4: PROVIDE OUTSTANDING COMMUNITY SERVICES AND INSPIRE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT.

Achievements -
- The School is promoting the oral health of our local community and raising the visibility of the GSDM by expanding the number of oral health outreach programs and advertising these as volunteer opportunities for students, faculty, and alumni.
- The School created a plan to integrate service learning into all 4 years of the DMD curriculum: a minimum of 20 hours of service learning activities that reinforce and build upon didactic concepts, and 20 hours of required community service.
- Community Health Programs (CHP) developed goals for students in the internship and placement opportunities to gain experience in program planning and public policy.
- Future plan - Regularly monitor types of events and populations served; number and type of collaborating organizations; and number of student, staff, faculty, and alumni volunteers.

GOAL 5: PROVIDE OUTSTANDING ORAL HEALTH CARE TO THE LOCAL, NATIONAL, AND GLOBAL COMMUNITY.

Achievements -
- Quality Assurance Program successfully established.
- Evaluated current curriculum for Intramural Post-doctoral Pediatric Dentistry Care program.
- Future plan - Implement an Intramural Post-doctoral Pediatric Dentistry Care program.

GOAL 6: SUSTAIN AN ENVIRONMENT OF MUTUAL RESPECT AND A STRONG SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND OWNERSHIP.

Achievements -
- Designed and conducted a communications survey.
- Developed a Staff Forum. A representative of the Staff Forum will have a permanent seat on the Dean’s Executive Committee; the staff representative will rotate every 8 months.

Future plan - Share the results of the communications survey with whole community and propose recommendations for enhancement.

GOAL 7: SUSTAIN AND IMPROVE OUR FINANCIAL HEALTH IN SUPPORT OF OUR MISSION.

Achievements -
- A Development and Alumni Relations Office has been developed and fully staffed.
- Giving from alumni, friends, corporations, foundations, and the GSDM community has increased.
- Work with department chair(s) and director(s) to establish and review appropriate fiscal targets.

Future plan - Further develop financial controls, policies, and tools that aid in budget management and expand the project plan to include project costs that aid in annual budget preparation. In long term, the goal plans to explore activity-based costing as a means to more accurately distribute indirect overhead costs on program P&L statements.

GOAL 8: RECRUIT, DEVELOP, AND RETAIN EXCELLENT AND DIVERSE FACULTY AND STAFF.

Achievements -
- A staff survey was conducted and results shared with the community at different forums.
- A needs assessment for faculty to address perceived faculty development needs was conducted. A junior faculty/midcareer development program is ongoing.

Future plan - Institute a development program based on survey results. Create/improve individualized developmental plans for all faculty and staff as part of the annual faculty performance review process.

GOAL 9: PROVIDE EXCELLENT SUPPORTIVE AND CAREER-ENHANCING SERVICES TO OUR STUDENTS THROUGHOUT THEIR CAREERS.

Achievements -
- The dean appointed an assistant dean for student affairs.
- Added additional key personnel, including the assistant director of student affairs, and a career resources coordinator in the Student Affairs Office.
- Recruited a director of minority and multicultural affairs in the Office of the Assistant Dean for Admissions.
- Developed a comprehensive Career Resource Center for students and alumni.

Future plan - Continuously monitor all student service performance based on various performance metrics and modify strategies accordingly.

GOAL 10: RECRUIT AND ENROLL AN EXCELLENT AND DIVERSE STUDENT BODY.

Achievements -
- Developed a program to disseminate ongoing communications with pre-professional advisors about innovations in our philosophy.
- Future plan – To evaluate use of non-cognitive measures in the admissions process in order to enroll an excellent and diverse student body. To explore feasibility of pilot degree tracks with other professional and academic disciplines.

Future plan - Continuously monitor all student service performance based on various performance matrices and modify strategies accordingly.
Researchers at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine (GSDM) enjoyed success at the 90th General Session and Exhibition of the International Association for Dental Research (IADR) in Iguacu Falls, Brazil, June 20–23, 2012.

“I know I speak for all of us at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine when I say that I am so proud of our GSDM faculty for the research excellence they shared with the international audience at IADR,” Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter said, “as well as the broad spectrum of their research activities.”

Dr. Laura Kaufman won first prize in the post-doctoral geriatric oral research category for her poster, “Centenarian Offspring: Oral Health Outcomes Reflect Systemic Health Status” with coauthors Tiffany Settino, Dr. Paula K. Friedman, Associate Professor Dr. Tom Perls of the BU School of Medicine, and the New England Centenarian Study. The study looked at the oral health of centenarians—those who live 100+ years—and their 70– to 80–year–old children. The subjects are participants in the New England Centenarian Study at the BU School of Medicine. “Our findings include lower rates of identification and dentures in centenarian offspring, along with higher rates of reported excellent/very good oral health,” Dr. Kaufman said. “The superior oral health status of the offspring parallels the systemic health advantages previously shown amongst the centenarian offspring.”

Dr. Sok-Ja Janket was a runner-up in the same category for her abstract, “Microarray Based Characterization of Early Acquired Enamel Pellicle Colonizers.” Her mentors were Drs. Eva Chapdelaine, Dr. Judith Jones, Dr. Markku Surakka, Dr. Jukka H. Meurman, and Andrea Lam.

Dr. Markku Surakka, Dr. Jukka H. Meurman, and Andrea Lam

Dean Hutter shared a message with the GSDM community: “Kristen was a beloved member of our GSDM community who exemplified the spirit of collegiality and caring that we all value so much. She went out of her way to ensure that patients were treated with the utmost professionalism and always went above and beyond expectations to assist our students, faculty, and her colleagues.”

Kristen was a loving daughter, sister, granddaughter, niece, cousin, and friend. She enjoyed the beach, cooking, reading, and spending the holidays with her family. Besides her parents, Kristen is survived by a brother, Kevin R. Donovan of Somerville, Massachusetts; a sister, Kelli A. Donovan and brother-in-law Mark Mulcahy, both of Watertown, Massachusetts; a grandmother, Phyllis Chapdelaine of Northboro, Massachusetts; and many aunts, uncles, cousins, and friends.

You may make donations in Kristen’s memory to the American Heart Association, 22 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701 or to The New England Organ Bank, 22 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701 or to The New England Organ Bank, 60 First Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451.

GSDM RESEARCHERS RECOGNIZED AT IADR

All in the Family

“We need Shaferzord power, now!”

That could be how the Shaeffer siblings summon each other for help fast. Just as the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers combined into the giant Megazord when they couldn’t solve a problem individually, the Shaeffers come together at light speed whenever any one of them needs assistance.

With 11 dentists in the family—7 of them GSDM grads—that assistance often comes in dental form.

IN MEMORIAM: KRISTEN DONOVAN

Senior Patient Coordinator Kristen Donovan of Brookline, Massachusetts (formerly of Milford), passed away surrounded by her family on Thursday, March 29, 2012, after a long illness. She was 30.

Kristen was born May 27, 1981 in Hartford, Connecticut, to Robert J. and June C. (Chapdelaine) Donovan. She grew up in Milford and was a 1999 graduate of Milford High School, where she was a member of the National Honor Society. She later attended Boston University, and
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“I knew whenever I was in trouble, they would drop everything and come to help me. We all do the same thing for each other.”
—William Shaeffer DMD 02

He never complained, incidentally, that 10 of Willette’s female friends escorted him around campus. “We would actually name friends as honorary Shaeffers,” says Michael DMD 01.

The honors student, Michael, started GSDM the same year as his brother Paul, who could not meet with impressions staff because he was treating a patient emergency.

“Mike was born a dentist,” says Francis. “You couldn’t keep him out of mom’s dental office.”

The Shaeffers recall their brother Michael as a science geek according to mom and fellow dentist Lilia, sister (embarrassed and trying to hide from his big brother’s expense. “It was his first day of school and Francis was sitting in class meeting people,” Willette says. “I tapped on the classroom window and saw

He never complained, incidentally, that 10 of Willette’s female friends escorted him around campus. “We would actually name friends as honorary Shaeffers,” says Michael DMD 01.

The honors student, Michael, started GSDM the same year as his brother Paul, who could not meet with impressions staff because he was treating a patient emergency.

“My brother Paul is just as rewarding, it seems.”

The only school-related disagreements among Warren and his siblings spark from which dental prodigy: as a teenager he repurposed closet doors and built them into the waiting room at his mother’s practice. Today, Willette owns that practice and William’s work has endured.

Warren Shaeffer and wife Linda, both dentists, graduated and met at the University of Louisville Dental School. Warren worked as a lab tech for brother and sister before starting dental school in 2005.

“It’s fun to compare the two schools,” Warren says. “We’ve had similar experiences. It was just as hard and just as rewarding, it seems.”

The only school-related disagreements among Warren and his siblings spark from which dental prodcy: as a teenager he repurposed closet doors and built them into the waiting room at his mother’s practice. Today, Willette owns that practice and William’s work has endured.

Warren Shaeffer and wife Linda, both dentists, graduated and met at the University of Louisville Dental School. Warren worked as a lab tech for brother and sister before starting dental school in 2005.

“It’s fun to compare the two schools,” Warren says. “We’ve had similar experiences. It was just as hard and just as rewarding, it seems.”

The only school-related disagreements among Warren and his siblings spark from which dental produc...
Finding Focus

As Career Resources Coordinator, Liz Pinone draws on a diverse skill set. And our students are doing better as a result.

Among the most influential—though unexpected—of her experiences is a childhood in Spain. Her NBA-player dad and mom moved there several years before her birth, when her father left the Atlanta Hawks to play for Madrid's Estudiantes. Liz moved back to the U.S. when she was six, but returned to Spain to study in high school and college. The time abroad convinced her to pursue global studies as an undergraduate and, to this day, compels her to work with diverse cultures such as those at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine.

“Students are getting more comfortable now dropping into the office, and they’re starting PASS earlier now.”

—Liz Pinone

While working to help a family from Equatorial Guinea adapt to life in the U.S. as part of her senior-year thesis, Liz found that she had a knack for working with people.

“I just had a passion for helping people,” Liz says, “doing anything I could to make sure they felt comfortable.” This was as simple as turning on a stove or using the local bus. She stayed at Providence College after graduation and enrolled in a master’s program in counseling.

The final piece of the puzzle came by chance when the college placed her in a graduate assistantship working for the alumni and development office.

“I never thought about working in higher education before that, but I loved it!” Liz says. “As Career Resources Coordinator, I’m at Boston University and counseling people from diverse cultures. I’m really using what I learned in school!”

In the few months Liz has held the position in Career Services, she has already developed strong relationships with students and alumni. The office had 50 attendees at its first workshop for the Postdoctoral Application Support Service (PASS). Liz has helped students find jobs, write résumés and personal statements, apply for scholarships, and prepare for interviews.

“Students are getting more comfortable now dropping into the office,” she says. “And they’re starting PASS earlier now.”

In the coming year, Liz hopes to set up blind mock interviews with students and alumni and make the Career Services website more robust. This fall, she participated in her first GSDM orientation.

“I hope that interacting with students from the beginning will help build relationships and get them to seek me out more often and earlier in their dental student careers,” Liz says.

When they do, GSDM students will learn a lot from Liz. In Career Services, Liz has found the rare opportunity to incorporate her many experiences and passions into her work.
In this role, Dr. Chogle will be responsible for all aspects of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Endodontics, including the selection and mentoring of its post-doctoral residents and the organization and oversight of the program’s curriculum. This will include overall responsibility for the program’s didactic and clinical education, research, and the master’s thesis and doctoral dissertation committees of the post-doctoral residents enrolled in the combined programs.

Professor of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery and Associate Dean for Advanced Education & International Programs Dr. Thomas Kilgore headed the search to fill the position. He shared his thoughts about the appointment: “The search for a new program director in post-doctoral endodontics was thorough. Based on Dr. Chogle’s background in clinical patient care, academics, research, and experience has helped immensely in easing the transition into this new position and to ‘hit the ground running,’ as they say.

“We have a wonderful program with motivated residents, dedicated staff, and highly qualified faculty. That makes my job to make a ‘great’ program a little better much easier.”

Dr. Chogle received a Bachelor of Dental Surgery from Dharwad University in India in 1989; a Specialty Certificate in Endodontics and Master of Science in Dentistry from Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) School of Dental Medicine in Cleveland, Ohio, in 2000; and a DMD from CWRU School of Dental Medicine in 2003. Dr. Chogle is a diplomate of the American Board of Endodontics. He also holds an adjunct faculty appointment as associate professor in the Department of Endodontics at the CWRU School of Dental Medicine. He previously served as assistant professor and later, director of undergraduate endodontics at CWRU School of Dental Medicine. In addition to his academic appointments, Dr. Chogle has maintained an endodontic practice since 2000, most recently practicing at the Faculty Dental Practice, BUIDRE, Dubai.

Dr. Chogle serves as a reviewer for endodontic articles for both the Academy of General Dentistry and the Quintessence International Editorial Review Board. Amongst his many awards, Dr. Chogle is particularly proud of having received the “Outstanding Instructor” award from the CVRU School of Dental Medicine Student Council in 2007. In addition, during his tenure at CVRU School of Dental Medicine, the Department of Endodontics received the Outstanding Department award for 2006 and 2007.

Dr. Chogle participates internationally in numerous professional and scholarly events every year. In 2011, he served as chair of the Scientific Committee of the Pan-Arab Endodontic Conference. Since 2008, Dr. Chogle has been a judge for the oral presentations at the annual sessions of the American Association of Endodontists (AAE). He also currently serves on the Regenerative Endodontics Committee for the AAE. Among his activities in 2010, Dr. Chogle participated in a panel discussion at AEEDC, Dubai, on “Endodontic Therapy vs. Implant Treatment” and presented at the Highlight to Successful Endodontic Therapy at the Tawam Dental Center, Al Ain, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Dr. Chogle’s work has been published extensively, appearing many times in the Journal of Endodontics and other scientific journals. Among his scholarly accomplishments, Dr. Chogle was a guest editor with Dr. Gerald A. Ferreri for the 2009 edition of Dental Clinics of North America (DCNA) entitled “Medical and Dental Considerations in Traumatic Dental Injuries,” and he recently worked with Dr. Harold Goods in editing the July 2012 edition of DCNA on regenerative endodontics. Dr. Chogle is a member of the Emirates Endodontic Association, Indian Dental Association, Indian Endodontic Society, American Dental Education Association, International Association of Dental Research, Ohio Association of Endodontists, American Dental Association, Greater Cleveland Dental Society, Ohio Dental Association, and the American Association of Endodontics.

“Dr. Chogle joins the Boston University community with a reputation of excellence in clinical care, scholarship, instruction, and mentorship.”

Dr. Kilgore continued, “We received glowing feedback from faculty and students at the Boston University Institute for Dental Research and Education BUIDRE Dubai, where Dr. Chogle served as program director in endodontics and where he had the reputation as an excellent educator and mentor to his residents. I am thrilled that we have been able to recruit such an outstanding clinician and academic and one who has the skill, energy, and enthusiasm to continue the high level of excellence of our endodontic program.”

Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter concurs: “Dr. Chogle joins the Boston University community with a reputation of excellence in clinical care, scholarship, instruction, and mentorship. I am confident that he will carry on his record of excellence in his position as director of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Endodontics. I look forward to seeing his positive influence on the program.”

Dr. Chogle’s enthusiasm matches that of Dr. Kilgore and Dean Hutter: “The great reviews of Boston as a city, the sense of history and accomplishment that accompanies a school such as Boston University, and the high repute of GSDM’s endodontics program, in particular, have not only motivated me but also made this move an exciting opportunity for me to enter into and grow as part of the BU family! I have been happily surprised to find my expectations surpassed by the personal interactions and the quality of the academic environment at GSDM.

“Even though I am new to Boston, I have been in close contact with the program for the last three years as the director of the endodontics program at BUIDRE. This experience has helped immensely in easing the transition into this new position and to ‘hit the ground running’ as they say.

“We have a wonderful program with motivated residents, dedicated staff, and highly qualified faculty. That makes my job to make a ‘great’ program a little better much easier.”

Dr. Chogle joins the Boston University community with a reputation of excellence in clinical care, scholarship, instruction, and mentorship.”

In this role, Dr. Chogle will be responsible for all aspects of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Endodontics, including the selection and mentoring of its post-doctoral residents and the organization and oversight of the program’s curriculum. This will include overall responsibility for the program’s didactic and clinical education, research, and the master’s thesis and doctoral dissertation committees of the post-doctoral residents enrolled in the combined programs.

Professor of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery and Associate Dean for Advanced Education & International Programs Dr. Thomas Kilgore headed the search to fill the position. He shared his thoughts about the appointment: “The search for a new program director in post-doctoral endodontics was thorough. Based on Dr. Chogle’s background in clinical patient care, academics, and research, he was an outstanding candidate.”
Pamela Baldassarre DMD 82 PERIO 84
"You can’t forget why you get to where you are."

Pamela Baldassarre is a doer. When she takes a leadership role—and people often ask her to—you can be sure progress will follow. Currently the delegate at large of the New Hampshire Dental Society and secretary/treasurer for the ADA First Trustee District and past chair of the ADA Council on Membership, Dr. Baldassarre recently added a new role—member of the Boston University Alumni Council (BUAC). The BUAC includes approximately 40 alumni who are leaders in their professions, communities, and at BU. Each council member serves on at least one of the following committees: Career Networking & Student Engagement, College/School Relations, Communications & Marketing, Development, and Regional & International Networks. The BUAC leads the Boston University Alumni Association, of which Shadi Daher DMD 90 OMFS 94 is president. “There’s enthusiasm on the Alumni Council right now,” says Baldassarre. “The members feel productive. Among the council’s top priorities right now is ensuring that its mission supports the concept of “one BU”—and Baldassarre credits Daher for taking charge. “Shadi is looking for the council to have a clear vision, not just be a figurehead,” Baldassarre says. “We are making the Strategic Plan a living document. The programs we create have to fit the plan because that’s where BU has determined the University needs to go.” Both Daher and Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter played important roles in Baldassarre’s appointment to the council in 2011. Baldassarre envisions a BU where each school and college draws on the unique expertise of its students and alumni to help each other excel professionally. This could mean COM alums helping GSDM alums expand their practices’ social media efforts or SMG alums teaching dentists about practice management. In the short term, she wants to re-engage BU alumni through special events and programs. She doesn’t know yet what that “magic event” is that will hook them, but she has an idea. “I think anything that makes people more productive and enriches their lives will resonate with alumni. That’s the litmus test for us.” These could be different events for different alumni, and that’s why she’s so passionate about the BU Affinity Network. Affinity programs are those that match people not by what BU school or college they attended, but by other factors, such as geography, industry, or shared interests. Baldassarre sees participation in affinity groups as a better way for alumni to make connections for jobs and create internships for current BU students. It comes down to one important question: How does the quality of a BU education convert to getting your career started? For Baldassarre, the quality of her BU education is a given and something she appreciates daily. “It’s because of BU that I am who I am today,” Baldassarre says. “BU gave me the foundation that helps me evolve as a dental professional. You can’t forget why you get to where you are.” It’s because of BU that I am who I am today. BU gave me the foundation that helps me evolve as a dental professional. You can’t forget why you get to where you are.” Interests Baldassarre sees participation in affinity groups as a better way for alumni to make connections for jobs and create internships for current BU students. It comes down to one important question: How does the quality of a BU education convert to getting your career started? For Baldassarre, the quality of her BU education is a given and something she appreciates daily. “It’s because of BU that I am who I am today,” Baldassarre says. “BU gave me the foundation that helps me evolve as a dental professional. You can’t forget why you get to where you are.” The BU Affinity Network.

In a way, Baldassarre was always part of BU. Her father, Dr. Eliot Zigelbaum, was on faculty in post-doctoral periodontology. A native of Framingham, Massachusetts, she grew up around some of those famous names who would later become her mentors: Morris Ruben, Hyman Smuckler, Henry Goldman, Spencer Frankl, and Jeffrey W. Hutter. She graduated from the University of Pennsylvania Dental School and returned to Boston University, where she completed the courses required to apply to GSDM. She reflects fondly on her GSDM days—tutoring younger DMD students, participating in the Notes Service, and living on Beacon Street in Brookline with Ronni Schnell DMD 81. She names Steve Polins, John Fisher, Gennaro Cataldo, Paula K. Friedman, Tom Kilgore, and Carl McNamara as professors who influenced her as a dental student. After completing her degrees, she worked as a part-time assistant clinical instructor in post-doctoral periodontology at GSDM while in private practice with her father in Framingham for two years. She married Marshall Baldassarre DMD 78 OMFS 81 and the two moved to Bedford, New Hampshire, where they now live with their children, Laura and Gregory. The Baldassarres practice their respective specialties at Baldassarre Oral Surgery & Periodontal Center in Bedford and Nashua, New Hampshire. Wherever Dr. Baldassarre goes, her allegiance is firmly in Boston. “There needs to be pride in being a BU student, alum, staff, or faculty,” she says. “The Alumni Council is working to create that value.” And Dr. Baldassarre is surely a valuable new member of the council.
Master Teachers

TIRELESS AND INSPIRATIONAL—THese instructors brought metcalf home to GSDM

The Metcalf Cup & Prize was established in 1973 by a gift from the late Dr. Arthur G. B. Metcalf, an alumnus and trustee of Boston University. Each fall, the Metcalf Committee invites students, faculty, and alumni to submit letters recommending current full-time faculty members for consideration for the Metcalf Awards.

“The purpose of the prize,” Dr. Metcalf stated at the time of its creation, “is to create a systematic procedure for the review of the quality of teaching at Boston University and the identification and advancement of those members of the faculty who excel as teachers.”

Excellence in teaching requires mastery of the subject matter, successful strategies for challenging students and engaging them in ambitious learning; and thorough, thoughtful evaluation of student work.

The Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine proudly includes two Metcalf Cup & Prize winners on the faculty. In 2002, Dr. Laisheng Chou became the first GSDM recipient and in 2005, Dr. John Carroll McManama became the second. “I asked that these two faculty members be included in this issue,” said Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter, “because their tireless efforts with our students is a type of philanthropy of which I am very proud.”

As a true testament to his teaching excellence, Dr. Chou has left a legacy of students who have incorporated his organized methods and compassionate attitudes in classrooms and labs where they now teach or in treating patients in their dental practices. “Smart but down-to-earth,” says another former student, “Dr. Chou is exceptional because he is not just a star; he makes new stars and helps them shine.”

Before joining the Boston University faculty, Dr. Chou was a fellow at both the Medical Research Council of Canada and the University of Chicago, principal investigator for the oral pathology division of the University of California’s School of Dentistry in San Francisco, and taught at both Shanghai Railway Medical University and Shanghai No. 2 Medical University in China. He received his doctorate of dental medicine in 1978 from Shanghai No. 2 Medical University, post-doctoral diplomas in oral pathology and oral medicine from the University of California, and his PhD in oral biology from the University of British Columbia.

“By teaching alongside Dr. McManama, I have not only become a better clinician, but also a better educator.”

Accolades abound on campus for McManama from those who learn from him—students, junior faculty mentees, and peers—for his precise teaching style that blends real-world experience into lectures, a model chairside manner of calm reassurance, and his innovative curriculum development. “By teaching alongside Dr. McManama, I have not only become a better clinician, but also a better educator,” said a young faculty member. “New graduates looking for teaching positions clamor to be assigned to his pre-clinical lab courses because of his dynamic teaching style and his innovative methods in a profession which tends to make changes very slowly,” said a long-time colleague. “He should be nominated for a ‘Lifetime Best Teacher’ award,” said a student in his faculty evaluation.

McManama joined the Boston University faculty after earning a Boston College undergraduate degree in 1975, a doctorate from Loyola University of Chicago in 1979, and serving his residency in family dentistry at Boston’s Forsyth Dental Center. A Boston native who still lives in the city’s Jamaica Plain section, he has bestowed every major teaching award from the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine, and has served as its grand marshal at graduation ceremonies for the past 18 years.

DR. LAISHENG CHOu
2002 Metcalf Cup & Prize Winner

A world-renowned expert lecturer in bone tissue engineering, molecular biocompatibility of implant materials, and HIV-associated oral lesions, Dr. Chou also is a professor in the School of Dental Medicine’s Department of Restorative Sciences/Biomaterials and director of its Oral AIDS Clinic. He has developed new courses and an array of new methods of instruction since joining the faculty in 1994, and holds patents for a number of biomedical inventions, including one for scaffolds for bone tissue engineering.

A tireless teacher, clinician, researcher, and administrator, he is famous within the School of Dental Medicine for his clarity when teaching state-of-the-art, complex material. “The ease with which Dr. Chou explains challenging material is a testament to his genuine brilliance as a teacher,” says a former student. A current graduate student notes of the Chinese-born professor, “Not only is he an expert within multiple areas of dentistry, he is also able to communicate his knowledge appropriately to his students.”

The Metcalf Cup & Prize was established in 1973 by a gift from the late Dr. John Carroll McManama—“Carl” to all—has come to embody excellence in teaching at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine. Fondly referred to as a “workhorse” by his department chair, McManama has taught 31 courses to more than 4,300 aspiring dentists and dental medicine teachers since 1976. He still directs 17 percent of the pre-doctoral curriculum, teaches in the School’s clinic, mentors countless students and junior faculty, lectures regularly around the world to professional organizations, and maintains a private practice.

DR. CARL McMANAMA
2005 Metcalf Cup & Prize Winner

In his 36 years at Boston University, Dr. John Carroll McManama—“Carl” to all—has come to embody excellence in teaching at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine. Fondly referred to as a “workhorse” by his department chair, McManama has taught 31 courses to more than 4,300 aspiring dentists and dental medicine teachers since 1976. He still directs 17 percent of the pre-doctoral curriculum, teaches in the School’s clinic, mentors countless students and junior faculty, lectures regularly around the world to professional organizations, and maintains a private practice.

Accolades abound on campus for McManama from those who learn from him—students, junior faculty mentees, and peers—for his precise teaching style that blends real-world experience into lectures, a model chairside manner of calm reassurance, and his innovative curriculum development. “By teaching alongside Dr. McManama, I have not only become a better clinician, but also a better educator,” said a young faculty member. “New graduates looking for teaching positions clamor to be assigned to his pre-clinical lab courses because of his dynamic teaching style and his innovative methods in a profession which tends to make changes very slowly,” said a long-time colleague. “He should be nominated for a ‘Lifetime Best Teacher’ award,” said a student in his faculty evaluation.

McManama joined the Boston University faculty after earning a Boston College undergraduate degree in 1975, a doctorate from Loyola University of Chicago in 1979, and serving his residency in family dentistry at Boston’s Forsyth Dental Center. A Boston native who still lives in the city’s Jamaica Plain section, he has bestowed every major teaching award from the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine, and has served as its grand marshal at graduation ceremonies for the past 18 years.
On Friday, May 18, 2012, the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine honored new graduates at the School’s 48th annual Convocation. The late-afternoon ceremony boasted approximately 190 DMD and 77 post-doctoral student participants.

Dean of Marsh Chapel Reverend Dr. Robert Allan Hill began the ceremony with an invocation. Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter followed by welcoming the graduating students, family and friends, and faculty and staff, adding, “The DMD Class of 2012 holds a very special meaning to me since you began your dental education at the same time that I was appointed dean of the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine. I have watched you and your classmates grow into confident, competent dental professionals and I am delighted to share this special occasion with you as you receive your degrees.”

Attendees were treated this year to two student speeches, one from each of the co-valedictorians: Jun Hyuk Hwang and Jaeseop Lee. The duo also spent time honoring the parents and family members who had traveled internationally to share in their achievement.

The 2012 Commencement Ceremony held a special significance for many. The late afternoon ceremony boasted approximately 190 DMD and 77 post-doctoral student participants.

The 2012 Commencement Ceremony held a special significance for many. The late afternoon ceremony boasted approximately 190 DMD and 77 post-doctoral student participants.

“I am truly honored and grateful to be standing here. It has been a tough journey for all of us. After going through dental school, I can confidently say that there isn’t anything that we cannot overcome. Maybe this may have been the School’s intention all along. I hope we remember only the good things, stay strong, challenge ourselves, and make BU proud.”

— Jaeseop Lee DMD 12

“Dentistry is now part of our identity. We have been through this program truly understand what it means and what it takes to become a dentist. Being part of this very special class has been an honor and a privilege, and it is with my deepest and most sincere feelings that I congratulate you all in this remarkable accomplishment.”

— Jun Hyuk Hwang DMD 12

The Spencer N. Frankl Award for Excellence in Teaching was presented to two outstanding faculty members during the ceremony: Professor of Periodontology & Oral Biology and Associate Dean for Academic Affairs Dr. Cataldo Leone and BU School of Medicine Assistant Professor of Microbiology Dr. Stephanie M. Oberhaus.

The 2012 Commencement speaker, Dr. Dushanka Kleinman (Rear Admiral, USPHS retired), was then introduced to the audience. Dr. Kleinman is a proud alumna, having earned her Certificate in Advanced Graduate Study and Master of Science in Dentistry in Dental Public Health at GSDM. Said Kleinman to the graduates: “You have taken good advantage of your time here and you are adding to the legacy of this School. You have shown your commitment to population health—two-thirds of the pre-doctoral class volunteered for community outreach events (beyond the mandatory ones)—which is the highest percent for any class to date! You reflect your commitment to global health and leadership by who you are—the graduating classes represent 30 countries including the U.S. And, you are on your way to lifelong learning with 30 percent of you continuing to advanced education.”

She continued, “It is clear that you are a class with heart and soul and a class that can and will make a difference worldwide. Soon you will be off with diplomas and certificates in hand, but before you go, I would like to leave you with three thoughts: First, health is more than health care. Second, quality of care is more than technical excellence. And finally, leadership is more than taking charge.

Congratulations, graduates, and thank you for letting me join you on this special day!”

Following Dr. Kleinman’s speech, Class of 2012 President Alisun Kovach, Vice President Shivali Gohel, AS Class of 2012 President Sathvik Seshadri, and AS Vice President Puneet Arora ascended the stage to present the 2012 Class Gift.

Added Dean Hutter, “On behalf of all the faculty, staff, and students both present and future, I want to thank the members of the Class of 2012 for contributing to this very special gift to our School. Words cannot describe the significance of this gift and what it means to me and our School. You have now set a precedent for future classes to emulate and I thank you from the bottom of my heart.”
副院长也感谢了Ronald Weissman PROS 77—CEO and founder of Gentle Dental Associates and a valued member of the Dean’s Advisory Board—for the generosity he has shown in matching the contributions that came forth from the DMD and AS Classes of 2012.

The graduates then walked across the stage to receive their diplomas. In a new and special element of the ceremony, members of the GSDM alumni were brought up onstage to present diplomas to their graduating relatives. Presenters included Jack Bednar ORTHO 75, who presented to his daughter, Katy Bednar DMD 12; Cheryl Ullman ENDO 80, who presented to her son, Charles Ullman DMD 12; Ping Kang Cheng PROS 80 DMD 83, who presented to his son, Jared Cheng DMD 12; Araxie Yezekian-Gettas DMD 86, who presented to her nephew, Joseph Kabakhian DMD 12; Mathi Theva DMD 90, who presented to his son, Jay Theva DMD 12; Douglas Conn ENDO 95, who presented to his son, Jason Conn DMD 10 ENDO 12; and Debra Pan DMD 01, who presented to her niece and nephew, Sarah and Michael Courtney, both DMD ’12.

Following this, Dean Hutter led the class in reciting the Oath of the Class of 2012 and brought the ceremony to a close, adding, “By receiving your degrees and certificates, you have earned the chance to uphold our, and now your, School’s values and have a positive impact on the dental profession. Whether you remain in Boston, the United States, or return to your home country to continue your professional career, I know you will continue to give back to your communities.”

COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND EVENTS

ANNUAL SENIOR AWARDS BRUNCH
To celebrate the DMD Class of 2012, a brunch was held in their honor on Saturday, May 19, 2012. Graduates were invited to attend with their family and friends. The brunch, hosted by Dean and Mrs. Jeffrey W. Hutter, carried over the enthusiasm from the prior day’s Commencement ceremony and gave students the opportunity to be recognized with individual awards. This year’s brunch boasted the highest attendance ever, with 542 guests.

ADVANCED SPECIALTY EDUCATION PROGRAM IN ENDODONTICS CLASS OF 2012 GOLF TOURNAMENT AND RECEPTION
On May 17, 2012, residents of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Endodontics Class of 2012 celebrated their upcoming graduation with a golf tournament and luncheon at Brookmeadow Country Club along with a reception at the Prudential Tower Skywalk in the evening.

ANNUAL BU NIGHT AT THE POPS
Sixty-one members of the GSDM community attended the 98th annual BU Night at the Pops at Symphony Hall on Saturday, May 19. This annual event is one of the University’s oldest traditions, taking place during Commencement weekend for graduates and guests to experience a slice of Boston culture. This year’s theme was “Visions of America.”
It is one of the most resonant phrases in charitable giving today: the culture of philanthropy. But what, really, is a culture of philanthropy? And does the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine enjoy the benefits of such a culture? Here’s one clue: In 2011, gifts to the School totaled just over $1.1 million. Just a year later, gifts and pledges reached $3.4 million—a remarkable leap forward. What’s going on here, and why?
Philanthropy and culture

For the modern lexographer, “philanthropy” means undertaking initiatives for the public good, whether this means giving money or doing good works. Someone focused on the antique roots of the word might argue that philanthropy is about a “love of humanity”—caring for, nourishing, developing, or otherwise embracing the human race. It’s a fraught word: philanthropy is a concept, a philosophy, a pathway to progress, and a way to respond positively to something deemed valuable.

Simply put, philanthropy is how we give back.

People who build a culture of philanthropy have accepted the idea that giving back is the best way to mark a valuable experience, celebrate a person, support a program, or commemorate a place. And those who sustain a culture of philanthropy make sure that the next generation understands these values, too. They teach the necessity of each generation “paying it forward,” as the Hollywood drama of the same name phrased it.

To what cultures of philanthropy at the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine? The answer seems to be a qualified “yes.”

Let’s start with the qualifier. GSDM is still a relatively young institution. True, the School will celebrate its 50th birthday in 2013, but that milestone qualifies GSDM only as a relative toddler—and that by the standards of academia in Boston and the Northeast. Not surprisingly, GSDM traditions are relatively young and underdeveloped, as well.

But the foundations of a philanthropic culture at GSDM are definitely in place, and—as the statistics cited above imply—the potential for building that culture seems almost unlimited. In recent months, robust support has come from a growing cadre of people who are creating named chairs and funds, scholarships, and loan programs.

Who makes up this generous cadre? The answers can be surprising. Let’s look at four of these philanthropists, and ask them to help us explore the urge to give.
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Appaseter from Venezuela

Professor Anita Gohel

Every dollar counts

Professor Anita Gohel agrees that making philanthropy part of a GSDM education would be both wise and appropriate.

“I always want to tell my students that they can make the future better,” she says. “You have to start somewhere.” Gohel started contributing to GSDM almost as soon as she arrived. Already trained in India as a dentist, she came to the U.S. for advanced study in oral and maxillofacial radiology and a PhD in biomedical sciences at the University of Connecticut (UConnect). (She also has a PhD in biomedical science.) She joined the GSDM faculty in 1999 as an associate professor of diagnostic science and radiology, and has been teaching at BU ever since. She was recently made the director of the American Board of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology. Gohel remembers being solicited for support by UConn early in her studies there. She responded positively—and the habit of giving stuck with her when she shifted her professional affiliation to BU. Today, giving financial support to GSDM strikes her as a welcome obligation: “I contribute because I believe in the School.” She’s excited about the School’s future, she says, and about Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter’s vision for it. There’s a new energy at GSDM, she notes, which both feeds upon and fuels support for the School.

Can a culture of philanthropy be “built into” a student body? It can, says Gohel, if the process starts early enough. “We need to tell them from day one that without their help, the School cannot progress. You’re not involved with GSDM for just four years. You belong to it for a lifetime. It’s your school, and it’s given you a profession and a career, a future. Even if your gift is a single dollar…you must give back.”

Gohel acknowledges that potential donors are easier to convince when there is a tangible objective for giving—a building, a piece of equipment, a new department. And, she adds, there is extra power in a request when it comes from a popular professor. Does that mean that philanthropy should be actively encouraged by GSDM faculty? “Absolutely,” she says.

“I CONTRIBUTE BECAUSE I BELIEVE IN THE SCHOOL.
I AM EXCITED ABOUT THE SCHOOL’S FUTURE, AND DEAN JEFFREY W. HUTTER’S VISION FOR IT.”
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Does his willingness to pinch-hit for an ailing friend illustrate that point? “Yes, perhaps,” he says. “But I was also honored to have had the opportunity to help my colleague. He was giving to me, as well.”

Philanthropy, Muller emphasizes, is complex—but its roots can be made simpler. “We know our graduates can’t be big donors right out of school,” he says, “but they can learn the value of being part of the institution while they’re still here, that they belong to it, and that it is they who will help make it a better place. You will have created a professional who understands how to contribute—who feels the obligation to give back, in all parts of his life.”

He sums it up this way: “Teach them about the need and the pleasure of giving. Early. At the start. And about the need to remember where you came from, and to be grateful for it.”

“TEACH THEM ABOUT THE NEED AND THE PLEASURE OF GIVING. EARLY, AT THE START. AND ABOUT THE NEED TO REMEMBER WHERE YOU CAME FROM, AND TO BE GRATEFUL FOR IT.”

Ernesto Muller PERIO 61
Giving back through teaching

In 2005, Professor Carl McManama’s gifts and dedication as a teacher earned him a high honor: BU’s coveted Metcalf Cup & Prize for excellence in teaching, the highest peer honor for a teacher at BU.

Truth be told, McManama says, chuckling, he didn’t plan on becoming a teacher. In fact, he hadn’t ever thought about it.

“I was at the Forsyth Dental Institute during a one-year residency, after dental school in Chicago,” he explains. “The head of my residency program, Lloyd Chasson, had just been named chair of the department at the new pre-doctoral dental program at BU, and he was looking for faculty.” Mostly, he was looking for faculty who changed your life. But you’re still part of it, so he invited us to continue meeting with him at his home, and we happily did this. I know it sounds trite, but he really was a renaissance man, a philosopher.”

Years later, Fugazzotto wrote a monograph on a specialized professional topic. Perhaps not surprisingly, he dedicated the work to his long-ago mentor: “To Dr. Gerald M. Kramer: more than a teacher, a paragon for life.”

Fugazzotto’s determination to honor Kramer is part of a bigger picture: strengthening GSDM, and—by extension—the profession. “My uncle always said that life is a bank, and you can’t keep withdrawing from it without putting something back in.”

With the support of dedicated philanthropists inside and outside the institution, GSDM is beginning to reap those benefits. And one day soon, these generous givers may have an opportunity to support a new state-of-the-art School building—bricks-and-mortar building blocks for its new culture of philanthropy.

Inspired by a mentor

three days. When he finally sold his interest in his practice in Cambridge, he picked up another day a week of teaching. It’s a full academic load. Because McManama teaches courses in all four years of the degree program, he works with as many as 600 students at any given time.

“I think of myself as part of a big team,” he says of his career, “and a bigger profession. When I first started practicing, I was providing good services for patients. When I started teaching, I realized that I could increase my own giving to the profession exponentially; my students would become good dentists and teach their students to be good dentists, and so on. The giving back in these terms can be substantial.”

His unusual professional trajectory has given him a particular view of philanthropy. “First,” he says, “you realize that there is no actual ‘graduation.’ You go to a ceremony that signifies the end of your formal education, but really, it’s the commencement of your professional life. You’re leaving the place that trained you, that has had an impact on you and on the quality of the profession. There might even have been a professor who changed your life. But you’re still part of it, so you have an obligation to give back to it, with money or time or education.”

McManama invests both money and time in GSDM. In many cases, he donates anonymously. But last year, his gift to GSDM was a far more visible gesture: He offered to double the amount of the 2011 class gift.

Fugazzotto’s gratitude to Kramer changed my life.”

That’s how periodontist Paul Fugazzotto PERIO B1 describes the late Gerald M. Kramer, professor and former chair of GSDM periodontology. Fugazzotto credits Kramer with being one of just two people—along with his father—who set his life’s compass.

Kramer: more than a teacher, a paragon for life.

When Fugazzotto reflects on his days at GSDM, references to Gerald Kramer pop up in every mention of his mentor. He is working with GSDM and fellow PERIO alumni to mount a symposium in 2013 to honor Kramer, and he is also seeking to help establish a professorship in the periodontology department in Kramer’s name. “I am deeply grateful to Dr. Fugazzotto for all of his efforts to re-engage his fellow alumni,” said Dean Hutter. He continues, “I am connecting the School with this group of alumni is a very high priority for me.” For many years, Kramer-era alumni had not been particularly engaged with the School. That is now changing, and Fugazzotto is leading the charge to bring this group back. “Kramer put periodontology at GSDM on the map, and this is an important milestone for all of us,” Fugazzotto says.

Fugazzotto— who attended Boston College, and then did his graduate training in PERIO at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine—sees patients 40 hours a week. He has achieved considerable professional distinction, and his work has attracted attention from peers in Italy, Spain, Canada, Mexico, and Australia, among other countries, who are keen to learn his techniques. To meet this demand, he tries to fit in up to four periio-based lectures and seminars abroad every year. In addition, his office includes a sophisticated technological infrastructure that allows him to film and share his surgeries with other dentists in his practice—or around the world—in real time. His may have been the first dental practice in the country to build in this capability.

When Fugazzotto reflects on his days at GSDM, references to Gerald Kramer pop up in every mention of his mentor. “I am deeply grateful to Dr. Fugazzotto for all of his efforts to re-engage his fellow alumni,” said Dean Hutter. He continues, “I am connecting the School with this group of alumni is a very high priority for me.” For many years, Kramer-era alumni had not been particularly engaged with the School. That is now changing, and Fugazzotto is leading the charge to bring this group back. “Kramer put periodontology at GSDM on the map, and this is an important milestone for all of us,” Fugazzotto says.
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BU Launches First-Ever Comprehensive Campaign (and it’s for $1 BILLION!)

BU’s Making the News. The Campaign for Boston University Choose to Be Great

Boston University Officially Launched its first-ever, full-fledged fundraising campaign over the September 21-23 weekend, amid ceremonies large and small, festive and contemplative. With an overall goal of $1 billion, the campaign is designed to support almost every aspect of the University’s academic work, including scholarships, new faculty, research, and physical improvements.

On Friday, September 21, both the GSDM Dean’s Advisory Board and the GSDM Alumni Board met. Both boards had fruitful meetings, and both also enjoyed a Campaign Leadership Luncheon with Dean of the Medical School and Provost of the Medical Campus Karen Antman along with the members of the School of Medicine Dean’s Advisory Board and Alumni Association. Although many topics were discussed at these events, the main topic was the Boston University fundraising campaign.

Going immediately from the BU Campaign Kick-off Gala with several members of his Dean’s Advisory Board, Dean Hutter welcomed guests to an elegant evening reception at the Four Seasons Hotel, hosted by him and wife, Kathleen.

Dean Hutter then addressed the audience, speaking about the great strides the School is making to implement the GSDM Applied Strategic Plan, including curriculum improvement, fundraising efforts, and the goal of designing and constructing a new GSDM facility.

Dean Hutter then presented the GSDM Service to the Community Award to Frank P. Casarella DMD 88 AEGD 89: “Dr. Frank P. Casarella received his Doctor of Dental Medicine from Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine in 1988. After receiving his Doctor of Dental Medicine, Dr. Casarella joined the Department of Prosthodontics at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine as a clinical instructor and began a general dentistry practice in Seekonk, Massachusetts.

Dr. Casarella held his position at the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine through 1992.”

Dean Hutter continued: “For the last 10 years, Dr. Casarella—persisting with the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine mission of promoting community service to improve the overall health of the global population—has been active with...”

RECEPTION AT THE FOUR SEASONS HOTEL

Clockwise from top-right: Tina Valades DMD 84, Frank Casarella DMD 88 AEGD 89, and Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter; Kelsey George DMD 16 and her mom, friends of Frank Casarella; Tina Valades, Elliott D. Maser PEDO 75, and Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter; Mitch Sabbagh DMD 87 and Tina Valades

At a black-tie campaign kick-off dinner on Friday evening, September 21, Campaign Chair and Trustee Kenneth Feld (SMG 70) revealed that more than $420 million had been raised in the drive’s two-year quiet phase. “What a wonderful leap forward for this great institution!” Feld told an audience of some 300, including Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter and colleagues from the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine.

Dean Hutter said that the impact of the campaign on the School would be significant. “The support of our alumni in this campaign will be critical to our ability to transform our School,” he noted. “It’s an unparalleled opportunity to realize our vision for the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine as the premier center of excellence in oral health education, research, and patient care throughout the U.S. and around the world. I will be asking every member of our community to join with us in supporting our School with time, effort, personal philanthropy, and connections to corporate and foundation support as well as individual philanthropists. The money we raise will go toward the funding of our proposed new facility, along with the establishment of endowed professorships and scholarships.”

Feld announced that 100 percent of the BU Board of Trustees had already contributed to the campaign and that between the trustees and overseers, more than $130 million had been pledged.
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Impressions

Northeast Volunteer Optometric Services to Humanity, an organization that includes dentists among other health professionals in providing care to people who cannot afford or obtain it.

“Dr. Casarella has been participating in health care missions to Nicaragua since 2001. This April, he worked with this same organization in Bristol, Tennessee, an event that was covered in a three-day news story by Channel 6 News in Providence, Rhode Island. Dr. Casarella has said that, sadly, the U.S. patients he has seen are as bad off as patients in Central America, in terms of their oral health care needs. Dr. Casarella has plans to continue his missions providing dental service to those in need.”

Upon receiving his award, Dr. Casarella spoke about the upcoming, yearlong Anniversary Celebration of GSDM’s 50 years as a dental school. The program then proceeded with a “passing of the gavel” from President of the Alumni Association Dr. Tina Valades to the incoming president, Dr. Mitch Sabbagh. Dr. Valades said: “As Alumni Association president and Alumni Board chairperson, it is my honor to pass the gavel to Dr. Mitch Sabbagh. Dr. Sabbagh has been in private practice in New York City since graduating from the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine in 1987 and has been a member of the Alumni Board for over 20 years. He has also co-managed the successful GSDM NYC Alumni Club with Dr. Maddy Apfel for approximately the past 20 years.”

Dr. Valades concluded by saying, “Congratulations, Mitch, I know you will be a great alumni president!”

Dr. Sabbagh took the podium to say that Dr. Valades had “blazed the trail for me to follow in her footsteps.” He stated that the next two years would be hard work, but good work and that he looks forward to reaching out to alumni and having alumni reach out to him.

In addition to taking over as president of the GSDM Alumni Association, Dr. Sabbagh has also recently joined the faculty, volunteering his expertise as a clinical instructor of pre-clinical fixed prosthetics in the Department of General Dentistry. As president of the GSDM Alumni Association, Dr. Sabbagh will also join the Dean’s Advisory Board. Dean Hutter also thanked Dr. Valades for the outstanding job she did as president of the GSDM Alumni Association and in so doing presented her with a bouquet of flowers.

Dean Hutter closed: “It is truly an honor and a privilege for me to serve as the dean of our Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine, and Kathleen and I look forward to working with each and every one of you as we go forward in our fundraising campaign.”

On Saturday morning—at the Alumni Leadership Advisory Forum Meeting—even more recognition was in store for the GSDM family. The School won in two categories of the Alumni Networks Awards presented at the meeting.

In the award category of Community Service, GSDM won for its Special Smiles mission to increase access to dental care for Special Olympics athletes and all people with intellectual disabilities. Along with other dental and hygiene schools, GSDM volunteers gave dental screenings and handed out toothbrushes and mouth guards at the Massachusetts Summer Games.

In the award category of Student Engagement, GSDM won for their annual Pre-doctoral Ice Cream Social, sponsored by alumni Craig Allen and wife Nicole Paquette. The event helps students, staff, faculty, and a few alumni get to know each other and forge special relationships.

An air of optimism and determination carried forward into Saturday night’s “Celebration of BU,” held in a transformed Agganis Arena in front of some 2,800 spectators. The Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra, under the direction of Keith Lockhart (Hon. ’04), provided musical accompaniment as a series of speakers and performers celebrated the growth and accomplishments of BU over more than a century and a half.

Special guests included Kevin O’Connor (GSM ’79), Andy Cohen (COM ’90), Dean of Students Kevin Elmore (SED ’87), Mike Enzione (SED ’77), and CBS News Special Correspondent Erica Hill (COM ’98). Peter Fiedler (COM ’94), BU’s vice president of administrative services—and son of the late Arthur Fiedler (Hon. ’51), longtime Pops maestro—took a turn with the baton.

Entertainers included Boston University student groups ranging from the Dear Abbeys a cappella group, to the Inner Strength Gospel Choir, to the BU Figure Skating Team, and also featured skaters provided by FELD Entertainment.

To top off an already extraordinary day, Dean and Mrs. Hutter welcomed 60 alumni, family, faculty, and staff to a Dessert Reception at the 930 Commonwealth Avenue Boston University Dental Health Center. Attendees also were provided guided tours of the Dental Health Center by Dean of Students Kenn Elmore (SED ’87), and son of the late Arthur Fiedler (Hon. ’51), longtime Pops maestro; a tour with the baton.
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Starting with the Class of 2010, Doctor of Dental Medicine students have shown record high participation levels—70%—in the Class Gift Program. The program asks graduating DMD students to give a small donation—usually $20 and change—to represent their graduation year—to their soon-to-be alma mater.

The idea is to start a tradition of giving. The number of people who give is more important than the total received.

Upon presenting the first class gift at the 2010 Commencement ceremony, Class President Gary Nord said: “Dentistry is an ever-changing science and the future change depends upon us. We have to give back. We have to give back to our families, to our communities, and to our School. In the spirit of this, the Class of 2010, my class, has decided to make the first class gift in honor of our School, recognizing the amazing gift that the School has given us: the ability to practice dentistry.”

Subsequent classes followed suit. In 2011, Stephanie Trahan and Brad Woland presented a class gift and in 2012, Alison Kovach, Shivali Gohel, Sathvik Seshadri, and Puneet Arora did the same.

Graduates set a precedent for their faculty and GSDM alumni, who were compelled to give, as well. In 2011, Chief Commencement Marshall and Professor Dr. Carl McManama agreed to match the class gift. This year, Ronald Weissman PROS 77, CEO and founder of Gentle Dental Associates and a member of the Dean’s Advisory Board, agreed to match the graduates’ contributions. Assistant Dean of Students Joseph Calabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92 agreed to match the class gift presented by 2012 graduates of the Advanced Education in General Dentistry (AEGD) and Post-Graduate Operative and Esthetic (PGOE) Programs.

Dr. Calabrese said, “It’s hard to believe that 20 years have passed since I graduated from AEGD. This program means a great deal to me, as I know it does to all of you. Your contributions to your class gift set a precedent for future AEGD classes to give back to a program that gave so much to all of us.”

With the growing success of the Class Gift Program, GSDM looks forward to improving our clinical and educational facilities, supporting new student scholarships, and maintaining a competitive edge in dental education.
Message From Alumni Board President Mitchell V. Sabbagh

DEAR FELLOW ALUMNI,

It is with great honor and pleasure that I write to all of you as the new president of our Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine Alumni Association. I would first like to acknowledge Dean Hutter for his strong leadership, as well as his trust. The Alumni Association has grown and will continue to grow in order to support the educational goals of our students, while fostering a continued relationship upon graduation, and as alumni throughout their careers. I would also like to recognize our past president, Dr. Tina Valades, for her wonderful leadership these past two years, and for her continued commitment in furthering the mission of serving our students and alumni.

As a DMD 87 graduate who has served on the Alumni Association Board since 1992, I have witnessed the transformation and improvement that has made it possible for GSDM to become a leading dental school in the world. The continued evolution of our alma mater has been borne from the vision of our predecessors, who in creating the School we call home, designed an adaptive educational program that could be handed down from generation to generation.

Our predecessors have given generously of their time, effort, and money, and their philanthropy and commitment to the profession was instrumental to the development of our School. We have much to be thankful for as we prepare to celebrate 50 years of excellence at GSDM. We were able to earn our degrees and eventual livelihood from the generosity and support of GSDM by alumni and friends who were dedicated to a future they would never see, but always embraced. It is the future we are enjoying now.

The time has come for us to follow in their footsteps. Our opportunities for success today were built upon the foundation of philanthropy established by our predecessors. The gifts bestowed upon us must be passed on to the next generation of dental professionals privileged enough to be called graduates of the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine. The responsibility of philanthropy is rewarded with the thought that your gift ensures the betterment of our profession throughout the world.

Best regards,

MITCHELL V. SABBAGH DMD 87 Alumni Board President

DRS. HAROLD LEVIN AND SEYMOUR MELNICK HONORED AT AAE ALUMNI RECEPTION

The Boston University Endodontic Alumni Association (BUEAA) honored two great mentors and friends at its alumni reception held Thursday, April 19, 2012, during the 2012 annual session of the American Association of Endodontists (AAE) in Boston: Harold Levin and Seymour Melnick, both ENDO 62.

The reception, held at the Four Seasons Hotel, boasted one of the largest turnouts yet. This was, undoubtedly, because of the honored guests. Drs. Levin and Melnick had profound influences both professionally and personally on many GSDM alumni and residents.

“We have much to be thankful for as we prepare to celebrate 50 years of excellence at GSDM.”

—Mitchell V. Sabbagh
DMD 87
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ALUMNI SPONSORED BRUNCH FOR DMD 14 AND AS 13 STUDENTS

On July 3, 2012, the GSDM Alumni Association hosted a brunch for the DMD Class of 2014 and the AS Class of 2013 to celebrate the completion of their second year of dental school. The students were in great spirits and looking forward to a much-deserved summer break. To celebrate the important milestone of advancing to the clinical stage of their education, the Alumni Association presented each student with a commemorative GSDM coffee mug.

Outgoing President of the GSDM Alumni Association and Chair of the GSDM Alumni Board Clinical Assistant Professor Tina M. Valades DMD 84 said, “On behalf of the Alumni Association, I would like to congratulate you all on completing your second DMD year and first AS year. You have worked hard during this year of didactic and pre-clinical studies, and can now look forward to entering the clinic to treat patients. I look forward to seeing you in the clinic and wish you all the best as you make this exciting transition.”

L. Nevins. Dr. Nevins’ lecture discussed treatment management to obtain esthetic results for anterior dental implant restorations. In addition to the lecture, the event featured a cocktail reception, vendor displays, and dinner. Similar to past years, the night also was a great opportunity for networking and catching up with old friends and classmates.

“I am delighted to see the kind of response we had this year from alumni and sponsors alike,” said Clinical Professor and AEGD Director Dr. John Casissi. “The involvement of both of these groups continues to grow every year and this dinner has now become, in my opinion, one of the most active alumni gatherings at our School.”

He continued, “I would like to thank the faculty and staff, who, with the support of the administration, work very hard to make this program one of the shining stars of the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine.”

Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter provided an update as to the status of the projects that the School is currently undertaking. He also added, “I am very pleased to see all of the AEGD alumni in this room. You are a very important part of our GSDM community and we welcome you back to this annual event.”

Professor and Chair of Restorative Sciences/Biomaterials Dr. Dan Nathanson also addressed the attendees, saying, “As always, it was a distinct pleasure to see so many AEGD alumni attend the annual AEGD alumni CE event. I was delighted with the delight and participation and the loyalty to the program and School.”

He continued, “It was gratifying to hear many success stories from our alumni and to realize that this year’s AEGD graduating class is joining a well-established family of successful and productive professionals—all AEGD alumni.”

DEEDEE GURIN DMD 97 GROWING HER PRACTICE

GSDM alum, instructor, and APEX mentor Deedee Gurin DMD 97 added an associate, Dr. Sharon Schrott, to her Milton practice in the spring. Gurin opened the practice six years ago.

Dr. Schrott graduated from the University of Puerto Rico School of Dental Medicine and holds a Master of Medical Sciences from Harvard School of Dental Medicine. She studied in Geneva, Switzerland, and ran a private practice in Germany before moving to Boston. Gurin offers digital X-rays and CEREC, which she trains her APEX students like Kelsey Hill DMD 14 to become experts in.

“We have invested in the most sophisticated equipment on the market to give our patients the peace of mind they deserve,” Dr. Gurin said.

Gurin is president of the South Shore District Dental Society and volunteers for the Special Olympics and on dental care missions to Nicaragua.

GRADUATES HONORED AT PERIODONTAL & ORAL BIOLOGY RECEPTION

Chair of Periodontics & Oral Biology, Director of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Periodontics at GSDM, and Professor Dr. Serge Dibart hosted a reception honoring the graduating periodontology and oral biology residents May 25, 2012, at the BU Castle.

The evening featured a cocktail reception, dinner, presentation of awards, and many kind remarks made by the faculty and residents. Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter started the evening with welcoming remarks. He said, “I would like to congratulate the graduating residents on their significant achievements. The entire faculty of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Periodontology under the leadership of Dr. Dibart and Director of Oral Biology Research Professor Dr. Phillip Trackman certainly deserve recognition for their commitment to the education of these fine graduates.”

The following awards were presented at the reception: Best Resident in Periodontology to Cynthia Yee AEGD 08 (MScD) PERIOD 12; Ruben Scholarship to Kiri Chang PERIOD 13; the Stellard Research Award to Konstantina Thomadaki PERIOD 12; and the Teaching AAP Award to Clinical Assistant Professor Dr. Gail McCauldron.

Dr. Dibart congratulated the graduates for their impressive accomplishments. He also thanked their families and the faculty and staff of Periodontics & Oral Biology for their dedication to the residents’ education.

To the residents, Dibart said, “There is no doubt in my mind that you will be successful in your undertaking as periodontists in private practice or teachers/researchers in academia. You have demonstrated your superior skills and talents during the two Tri-School Symposiums we have hosted this year. You should feel proficient in your chosen discipline. We are proud of you.”

Congratulations to the 2012 Periodontology & Oral Biology graduates: Gokay GolguK ORAL BIO 12 (MScD); Robert Gyurko PERIOD 12; Paola Andrea Hurtado Buckley ORAL BIO OFF-GRAD 12 (CAGS); Wen Tzu Lin PERIOD 12 (CAGS) ORAL BIO 12 (MScD); Shalini Nand ORAL BIO 12 (MScD); Zanja Near PERIOD 12 (CAGS) ORAL BIO 12 (MScD); Kalihore Sama PERIOD 12 (CAGS) ORAL BIO 12 (MScD); Abdoulaye Oumar Souad PERIOD 12 (CAGS) ORAL BIO 12 (MScD); Konstantina Thomadaki PERIOD 12; Cynthia Yee AEGD 08 ORAL BIO 12 (MScD) PERIOD 12; and Min Zhu ORAL BIO 12 (PhD).  

WELCOME, DR. SUDHA CHINTA

Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine welcomes the newest member of the Dean’s Advisory Board, Dr. Sudha Chinta. Dr. Chinta owns East Bay Endo Specialists & Microsurgery, a practice exclusive to endodontists. They are located in Pleasanton, Walnut Creek, and Danville, California. Dr. Chinta practices in Danville.

Dr. Chinta received her BDS in 1992 from the University of Bangalore, India and her DDS in 1996 from the University of the Pacific. She practiced general dentistry in Northern California for several years before attending GSDM’s Advanced Specialty Education Program in Endodontics, where she earned a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study. She is a member of the American Association of Endodontists.

THOMAS O’CONNOR’S EYE-OPENING JOURNEY TO HAITI

Thomas O’Connor DMD 12 has wanted to become an oral and maxillofacial surgeon since he entered dental school. So he signed on to complete his APEX rotations with Drs. Matthew Momanath and Kyley Wood, two oral and maxillofacial surgeons in O’Connor’s hometown of Jasper, Indiana, and last winter accompanied them on their annual trip to Cap-Haïtien and Milot, Haiti.

This mission trip was different from many others that GSDM students participate in—instead of clinics and constructions, O’Connor assisted with cleft palate repair and surgery to remove tumors and reconstruct jaws. In addition to Drs. O’Connor, Momanath, and Wood, the group included O’Connor’s father, an emergency room doctor; an anesthesiologist; a dermatologist; and two nurses. The group visited the Children of Promise orphanage to examine and treat the 60 young residents and volunteered at the Sainte Coeur Hospital during their week in Haiti.

This is the first time that the group has taken a dental student on the trip. O’Connor jokes that he spent most of the time holding the retractor in surgery, but explains the surgeons they performed with equal parts fascination, excitement, and sadness.

One of the worst cases he saw was a woman with an inoperable facial tumor. The team did everything—including giving her $500 to travel to Port-au-Prince for a CT scan—but the scan confirmed that, sadly, there was nothing more they could do for her.
"The greatest success on the trip,” O’Connor said, “was a surgery on a 14-year-old boy with a bilateral jaw fracture. The fracture happened two months prior and left him only able to chew on two teeth. The doctors re-broke his jaw, got his bite back together, and plated up the bone.”

O’Connor continued, “Some people say that these mission trips are only a drop in the bucket, but I think if you change even one person’s life you are making a difference. This surgery changed the life of a 14-year-old boy, who with limited access to care, may have lived many more years or even the rest of his life only being able to chew on two teeth.”

O’Connor said that he was also inspired by the follow-up cases that they saw. Many of these patients had tumors removed during the group’s 2011 trip and returned for jaw reconstruction surgery. “These people have their lives back,” O’Connor said. “They no longer have tumors and are all fully functioning.”

This was O’Connor’s third mission. As an undergraduate, he traveled to Ecuador and Guatemala. Despite his prior experience he said, “This trip was really eye-opening. The poverty and living conditions were so much worse than I had ever seen before. And the pathologies that we saw in the hospital were nothing like something that you would ever encounter in the States because they would get caught much earlier in the U.S."

The trip to Haiti inspired him to become a regular member of this mission team.

**NIC SNIDER DMD 12 ACCEPTED INTO PRESTIGIOUS NIH RESEARCH PROGRAM**

Taylor “Nic” Snider was accepted into the 2012-2013 class of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Medical Research Scholars Program. Beginning in July, this comprehensive, yearlong research enrichment program hosts up to 70 of the most creative, research-oriented medical, osteopathic, dental, and veterinary students on the intramural campus of the NIH in Bethesda, Maryland. Scholars engage in a mentored basic, clinical, or translational research project in an area that matches their personal interests and goals. Snider hoped to get involved with a research project that studies craniofacial abnormalities. He has previously completed research related to implants with help of mentors Hussam Fatal and David Cottrell. Findings from both of these projects were published in the Journal of the Massachusetts Dental Society.

Snider was inspired to apply because, he says, “I gained excellent research experience with the School of Dental Medicine and it sparked my interest in quantitative research and making contributions to dental research.” He continued, “I am excited to design and work on a project that could potentially elucidate causes of a disease that we do not currently know much about.”

After completing the program, Snider hopes to pursue a PhD and specialty training in orthodontics. This program blends elements of two former, highly successful programs, the Howard Hughes Medical Institute-NIH Research Scholars Program and the NIH Clinical Research Training Program. Associate Dean for Research Maria Kukuruzinska points out that this is the first time a student from GSDM has been accepted into this prestigious program (or its preceding programs), and is reason for us, as a School, to be both excited and proud.

Adds Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter, “Congratulations to Nic. I am confident that he will represent us well at NIH and that this will be both a meaningful and enriching step toward his ultimate career in dental medicine.”

**ENDODONTIC GRADUATES HONORED FROM THE COUNTRY CLUB TO THE TOP OF THE HUB**

On May 17, 2012, residents of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Endodontics Class of 2012 celebrated their upcoming graduation with a golf tournament and luncheon at Breidswarden Country Club and a reception at the Prudential Tower Skywalk in the evening.

Thirty-five people, including residents, faculty, staff, and sponsors, teed off on Thursday morning. Organizer and golfer Michael Paak DMD 10 ENDO 12 led his team to victory and then celebrated at lunch, where raffle prizes were handed out to lucky winners.

Later that evening, the soon-to-be graduates, their families and friends, and faculty and staff gathered at the Skywalk to celebrate the culmination of several years of hard work and post-doctoral study.

Then Director ad interim of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in Endodontics Dr. Marj Moulazadeh, along with Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter and President of the Endodontic Alumni Association Iman Labib DMD 96 ENDO 01 M5D 04, presented congratulatory remarks. Dr. Moulazadeh said, “Congratulations to all of the graduates and welcome to the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine alumni.”

He encouraged the residents “to keep growing; don’t let this be the end of your education,” and to “continue teaching, achieve board certification, and attend organized dentistry meetings.” He also stressed the importance of keeping connected to other endodontic alumni from the School and reaching out to them for resources.

Dean Hutter added, “Congratulations to you all. You have worked hard to reach this point in your professional careers—achieving success in one of the most highly regarded post-graduate endodontic programs in the world. You have also had the opportunity to work with a wonderful teacher and mentor, Dr. Marj Moulazadeh, and I personally thank him for providing you with support and leadership needed to succeed. I’d also like to recognize the families and friends of the graduates—without you our residents wouldn’t be here today.”

**INSPIRED BY FIRST TRIP, KATY BEDNAR DMD 12 RETURNS TO GUATEMALA**

Katy Bednar DMD 12 enjoyed her mission trip with Dentistry for All (DFA) to Comaltancito, Guatemala, last fall so much that she returned to Guatemala—this time El Remate—with DFA in March. Bednar traveled with DFA March 8-19, which was the third week of a five-week spring DFA trip. Her group consisted of 18 volunteers, including DFA Co-Director Brad Kusky DMD 97. The group treated both children and adults in a full range of procedures.

Bednar cannot say enough positive things about DFA and her experience. She says, “You never really know how hard you can work until you put yourself in these situations. You see things on these trips that you’d never see at home and you have to figure out a treatment plan; you have to think on your toes.”

She gave one example from her most recent trip, “A patient came in with a six-unit gold bridge that was ‘pressed onto’ the existing teeth, and through one of the windows cut out from the gold, I could see a root tip. He also had an abscess in need of care. In Guatemala these ‘press-on’ gold bridges are a status symbol, but people don’t understand how bad they are for their teeth. I had to remove it, treat the disease, and then splint the bridge back on from canine to canine so he would have front teeth.”

It’s crazy scenes like this that students say make them more skilled and confident treating patients once they return home. And despite the long hours, hard work, and often rural conditions, many of them, like Bednar, can’t wait to return.

GSDM alum Stephanie Trahan DMD 11 is another example. Trahan traveled with DFA to Antigua and El Remate, Guatemala, in spring 2011. This year, she used her vacation time from her post-doctoral residency program to volunteer again and participated in the first week of the DFA’s 2012 effort.

**ELEMTNS NO MATCH FOR GSDM GOLFERS**

GSDM students, faculty, staff, alumni, family, friends, and sponsors turned out for the second annual ASDA Golf Tournament on Saturday, May 5, 2012. The event was held at the Nervood Country Club in Nervood, Massachusetts. This year, the participants had to work around rain, thunder, and lightning, but still managed to have a fantastic time.

Brian Musilman DMD 11 was the winner of the Putting Contest and Aa’d Shanjii DMD 13 was the runner-up. They both received tickets behind home plate for the May 8 Red Sox game. The other contests had to be canceled due to the inclement weather, so instead the prizes were raffled off. Prizes included a range of golf supplies and gift certificates.
DR. SCHIANO LEADS GSDM HABITAT FOR HUMANITY TEAM

The GSDM community showed that its giving spirit extends beyond dentistry in May when a group of alumni, faculty, and staff led by Frank Schiano CAS 01 DMD 06 AEGD 07 helped build a home in Dorchester for Habitat for Humanity Boston.

The outing was a partnership between Habitat for Humanity and the Boston Collaborative Group of the Massachusetts Dental Society (MDS). Dr. Schiano is on the group’s board.

Also putting on their construction hats were Clinical Assistant Professor Chris Feligges, AEGD 05, Ismael Montane DMD 10, Dental Radiology Technologist Mary Ellen Sholes, Fenway Health’s Dr. David Buzzack, and MDS Coordinator of District Affairs and Student Events Lisa Davis. The group built and painted two closets, framed and installed two doors, and framed four windows that day!

“It was great to be able to do something for people in need—and a breath of fresh air to volunteer for an event that had little to do with teeth,” said Schiano. “No experience was necessary; we just wore our sneakers and a smile!”

AEGD AND PGOE RESIDENTS HONORED AT GRADUATION RECEPTION

Clinical Professor and Director of the Dental Health Center and Advanced Education in General Dentistry Program Dr. John Cassis hosted a graduation reception in honor of the 2012 graduates of the Advanced Specialty Education Program in General Dentistry (AEGD) and Post-Graduate Operative and Esthetic Program (PGOE).

The event was held at the Student Village on Friday, June 22, 2012.

Professor and Chair of the Department of Restorative Sciences & Biomaterials Dr. Dan Nathanson also hosted the evening, but was unable to attend due to a scheduling conflict with the Annual Meeting of the International Association for Dental Research. He said, “Congratulations to all of you for your accomplishments and many thanks for your hard work and dedication to your patients during the length of the program.”

Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter welcomed the residents, families, faculty, and staff and praised the excellence of the AEGD and PGOE programs, the faculty, and Dr. Cassis. At the reception, Dr. Cassis said, “Your hard work, dedication, and enthusiasm have made you a great general dentist which has made all of us here very proud.” He continued, “I congratulate you for your accomplishments and I commend the faculty and staff for their dedication to both programs.”

Outgoing President of the GSDM Alumni Association, Chair of the GSDM Alumni Board, and Clinical Assistant Professor Tira M. Valadus DMD 84 welcomed the new graduates to the Alumni Association.

The class made contributions toward a class gift, which Assistant Dean of Students and Assistant Professor Joseph Calabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92 agreed to match. He said, “It’s hard to believe that 20 years have passed since graduating from AEGD. The foundation that Dr. Janet Peters put together has stood the test of time and now has been strengthened by the great work of Dr. Cassis, who next year will celebrate his twentieth year as the program director. This program means a great deal to me, as I know it does to all of you. Your contributions to your class gift set a precedent for future AEGD classes to give back to a program that gave so much to all of us.”

After dinner, Dr. Cassis announced the names of the graduates of the 2012 AEGD and PGOE programs.

Graduates of the AEGD program include: Hamed Alienezi received the AEGD Clinical Excellence Award, and Dr. Ahmed Kaddi received the Award for Outstanding Achievement in Operative and Esthetic Dentistry Program. Class Representative Dr. Miranda Lucht then spoke. She thanked the faculty and staff for their hard work throughout the year and said that she and her fellow residents’ skills had greatly improved as a result of the faculty’s dedication. She also spoke about how important each of the residents had become to her.

The graduates presented a slideshow of highlights from their days here at GSDM. They presented Dr. Cassis with two gifts: a framed photo of a waterfall in his home country of Honduras and an engraved iPad.

OMFS GRADUATES HONORATED AT VENEZIA

GSDM’s Department of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery hosted a graduation reception on Thursday, June 14, 2012. The reception honored graduates of the residency program who recently earned their Certificates of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS).

The event, held at Venezia Restaurant in Boston, had approximately 70 people in attendance.

The evening started with graduates, faculty, and staff mingling over cocktails, fruit, and cheese and crackers during a social hour before dinner. During dinner, Chair of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery and Associate Dean for Hospital Affairs Dr. Pushkar Mehra, and Director of HEAD and Neck Oncology, Director of Residency Training, and Assistant Professor Dr. Andrew Salama presented the Certificates of Advanced Graduate Study to the graduates. Graduates included: OMFS Fourth-Year Residents Dr. Mark Jesin and Dr. Nathan Turley, and from the one-year Internship Program: Dr. Anastasios Sakellario, Dr. Hafiz Hanavain, Dr. Noreen Talulla, Dr. Alvin Choi, and Dr. Samson Mushagi Nadar.

In his remarks, Dean Hutter praised Drs. Mehra and Salama along with the OMFS faculty for their continuing support of the Department of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery and stated, “I would like to congratulate the Oral & Maxillofacial graduates on completing their program. It is certainly a tremendous accomplishment and they deserve recognition.”

Dr. Pushkar Mehra said, “It has been another successful year for Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery, which would not have been possible without the hard work of our faculty, residents, staff, and part-time volunteers, as well as the support of our alumni. Our graduation dinner is getting bigger and better each year as the department expands, bringing together alumni and our affiliates to forge new relationships and celebrate the accomplishments of our graduating residents.”

He continued, “I congratulate our graduates on their success and wish them all the best as they embark on new endeavors.”

Residency Program and Credentialing Coordinator Cheryl Flynn received the Employee of the Year Award and Dr. Mehra earned the Faculty of the Year Award. The department would like to thank corporate sponsor Stykler Leibinger.

ALUM RETURNS AS NEW DIRECTOR OF DIVERSITY & MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS

New Director of Diversity & Multicultural Affairs Dr. Larry Dunham joined GSDM on July 1, 2012, after an extensive national search.

Dr. Dunham will develop and implement strategies and programming to strengthen the diversity of the applicant pool and facilitate enrollment of eligible, highly qualified students who reflect the diversity of the general population.

He will encourage success and retention of enrolled students and nurture interest in and preparation for dental school education in pipeline populations. Pipeline populations include underrepresented minorities and economically disadvantaged students.

He will also coordinate advising, retention, and outreach-related services to both current and prospective students with a focus on underrepresented minority populations.
LARGE VOLUNTEER TURNOUT AT 2012 SPECIAL OLYMPICS SPECIAL SMILES®

Students, staff, faculty, and alumni of Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine (GSDM) returned to Harvard University’s Athletic Complex on June 16, 2012, to volunteer for the Healthy Athletes® Special Smiles® initiative at the Special Olympics Massachusetts Summer Games.

More than 150 volunteers from area dental and hygiene schools, including those at Boston Community College, Cape Cod Community College, Forsyth, Harvard, Middlesex Community College, Mount Ida College, Mount Wachusett Community College, Tufts, Springfield Technical Community College, and GSDM, which had 39 volunteers. Volunteers offered toothbrushes, mouth guards, and dentists referrals to hundreds of athletes.

“It was a pleasure for Kathy and me to participate in Special Smiles and we are so very proud of the students who volunteered their time to participate in this very worthwhile event,” said Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter. “I also want to recognize the hard work that Director of Alumni Relations Tracy McMahan puts forth each year in organizing Special Smiles.”

Senior Global Clinical Adviser to Special Olympics Steve Perlman PEDO 76 worked with Special Olympics founder Eunice Kennedy Shriver to start the program in 1993.

STUDENTS BOND DURING MEXICAN MISSION TRIP

Four-year-old DMD students who didn’t know each other very well boarded a plane together in early March, headed to Mexico, and returned a week later as the best of friends. The students—John Keys, Kimberly Uig, Viora Chemomordik, and Oshin Anjirghooli—joined team leader Clinical Assistant Professor Dr. Frank Schiano and israeli Montane DMD 10 AEGD 11 on this Project Stretch dental mission to Teacapan, Mexico, where they bonded while providing dental care to local children.

This is the first time Dr. Schiano led the trip, although he has been a volunteer several times before. This is also the first time that six people capable of serving as dentists were sent at the same time and this enabled the group to treat more children than ever before. Dr. Schiano estimates that they treated 350 patients, placed 1,079 sealants, and performed 40 extractions and approximately 200 operative procedures. They also applied fluoride varnish to all patients’ teeth. One of the days they placed 270 sealants—a Project Stretch record.

The team had access to the Project Stretch equipment, which included two chairs. With so many capable people on the trip and only two dental chairs, the students worked in pairs and took turns. Ung and Chemomordik often practiced four-handed dentistry and Keyes and Anjirghooli—who are left-handed and right-handed, respectively—switched off between dentist and assistant roles based on which side of the mouth a patient needed treatment on. Drs. Schiano and Montane also treated patients, but worked more in teaching and supervisory roles, which the students say enabled them to learn a great deal on the trip.

The students had all worked with Dr. Schiano at the Dental School prior to the trip, but say they were able to learn new skills from him in the field. Chemomordik said, “I enjoyed working closely with Dr. Schiano. He works quickly, yet still took the time to demonstrate techniques to us. I really learned a lot from him.”

PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY TOASTS GRADUATES AT RECEPTION

Professor and Chair of Pediatric Dentistry Dr. Christopher Hughes and Director of the Advanced Specialty Education Program (ASEP) in Pediatric Dentistry Dr. Wendy Cheney hosted a reception for 2012 graduates of the ASEP in Pediatric Dentistry at the BU Castle on June 22, 2012. Offering their well wishes to graduates were Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter, Outgoing President of the GSDM Alumni Association and Chair of the GSDM Alumni Board Clinical Assistant Professor Tina M. Valades DMD 84, and Dr. Hughes.

Dr. Hughes wished the residents well, gave the residents their certificates, and introduced Dean Hutter and Dr. Valades.

“You have my sincere congratulations on this tremendous accomplishment,” Dean Hutter said. “You should all be proud of the hard work that has brought you through this challenging program. And, of course, I would like to thank Professor and Chair Dr. Christopher Hughes and Director of the ASEP in Pediatric Dentistry Dr. Wendy Cheney for the expertise and guidance they provided you along the way.”

Dr. Valades said, “It is an honor to participate in your graduation celebration. This program is well-respected both nationally and internationally. That is something of which you can be very proud. I wish you the best as you move on to the next step after graduation.” She also encouraged the new alumni to stay informed on School news by visiting the website or calling Alumni Relations and attending upcoming alumni events.

East Boston Neighborhood Health Center and Franciscan Hospital for Children, clinical partners of the pediatric dentistry program, presented certificates of appreciation to each of the graduating residents.

Graduates include: Maybali Al-Atmaodi, Tyler Wood Davis DMD 10, Amy Lee Fugate, Jungwon Joun, Breno Rabelo Reboucas DSc ORAL BID 07, Sherwin Mukhtar Shah CAS 07 DMD 10, Michael Pusadla DMD 13, Erik James Smith, and Justin Lee VanBeber.

The team had access to the Project Stretch equipment, which included two chairs. With so many capable people on the trip and only two dental chairs, the students worked in pairs and took turns. Ung and Chemomordik often practiced four-handed dentistry and Keyes and Anjirghooli—who are left-handed and right-handed, respectively—switched off between dentist and assistant roles based on which side of the mouth a patient needed treatment on. Drs. Schiano and Montane also treated patients, but worked more in teaching and supervisory roles, which the students say enabled them to learn a great deal on the trip.

The students had all worked with Dr. Schiano at the Dental School prior to the trip, but say they were able to learn new skills from him in the field. Chemomordik said, “I enjoyed working closely with Dr. Schiano. He works quickly, yet still took the time to demonstrate techniques to us. I really learned a lot from him.”
In turn, Dr. Schiano was also very impressed by the students and their commitment to this mission. Before the trip even began, the students attended the Yankee Dental Congress in January, met vendors, and gathered donations. They also brought toys and gifts for the children.

Dr. Schiano added, “It was really special for me to see how rewarding this trip was for the students. It made me remember my first Project Stretch trip and why I keep coming back.”

The students all agreed the trip exceeded expectations. Everyone hopes to return to Teoparan in the future.

Said Keys: “We don’t see patients like this at school, so this was a great new experience for me. The experience I gained on this trip gave me the confidence to be able to treat any basic pediatric case.”

Added Anjirghooli—who was initially apprehensive about treating children, “We treated a range of children all the way from apprehensive about treating children, ‘We also developed our critical thinking skills, when faced with the decision of which teeth to restore in each patient.

Without a radiograph I can now easily identify baby versus permanent teeth. I would say overall my confidence level went from 0 to 95 in all dentistry, especially pediatric dentistry.”

Chromomondak said, “This trip gave me an appreciation for pediatric dentistry. And now that I am back at school, I notice how much quicker and more confident I am in all aspects of treatment, which is great for both me and my patients.”

ALUMNI COUPLE HOSTS SECOND NAPA RECEPTION

Mary Rocca DMD ’84 and her husband, Eric Grigsby MED ’84, welcomed School of Dental Medicine and School of Medicine alumni back to their Napa Valley home for the second consecutive year on Saturday, June 9, 2012, for a wine reception.

Dr. Rocca runs the Rocca Family Vineyards, which produces highly praised wines. Dean and Mrs. Jeffrey W. Hutter and School of Medicine Dean Karen Antman mingled with Bay Area alumni, including Edward Ageyekum DMD ’90, Sudha Chetta DMD ’90, Priscilla Livingstone DMD ’90, David Maloob PERIO ’09, Fellow classroom and then Alumni Board President Tara Valadez DMD ’84 also attended.

“It was a delight to be welcomed yet again into the home of Drs. Rocca and Grigsby,” said Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter, “and to reconnect with other alumni from the Napa area.”

STUDENTS GAIN MENTORS AND VALUABLE LEARNING EXPERIENCE IN RIO SAN JUAN

A student’s learning experience at dental school can be greatly enhanced by a good mentor. Fourth-year GSDM student Tim Smith recently encountered such a mentor on a mission trip to Rio San Juan, Nicaragua with the San Juan Rio Relief Organization. Dr. Chris Cannon and his brother Dr. Matt Cannon—both pediatric dentists from Iowa—have been organizing this annual mission trip for several years. Smith joined the mission this year with his fellow classmate and friend, Matt Kramer DMD’12, and Assistant Director of Extramural Programs Kathy Held.

Smith and Kramer were each paired with one of the Cannon brothers as the group of 19 students work in total, treated 541 “virtual” patients. The students saw only children, but adults that oftentimes on mission trips the volunteers must prioritize the needs of each patient and are only able to treat the most pressing, due to a large volume of patients and limited time. But on this trip the volunteers somehow made the time to treat all issues. Smith said in one child’s mouth he extracted six teeth and restored four using ART. Kramer said he came close to treating ten teeth in one patient as well!

But Held took this “address every issue” mentality even one step further. Prior to the trip she organized a shoe drive and restored four using ART. Kramer said he came close to treating ten teeth in one patient as well!

“You’ve been heard—the 2012 Alumnisurveys in!”

WHO YOU ARE:

73% ARE IN PRIVATE PRACTICE

6% ARE IN LARGE-GROUP PRACTICE (6+ DENTISTS)

12% ARE FACULTY AT A DENTAL SCHOOL

2% WORK IN A COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER

2% ARE SERVING IN THE MILITARY

WHAT YOU’RE LIKE FROM US:

WHAT WE OFFER:

Discounted and/or or free Continuing Education

Did you know that we offer a 20% discount on CE courses for alumni?

Receptions with favorite faculty and networking events

In 2012-13, we’ll sponsor GSDM alumni receptions at the AAE, AAO, ADA, AAP, ACP, NESSO, ADHA, and CODA, as well as Quintessence and the Thomas P. Hennan Dental Meeting. We’ll also have alumni events in Florida, California, and Toronto!

Alumni Directory

Did you know that there is a University Alumni Directory? It’s available at www.bu.edu/alumni/connected/directory.

Connecting classmates; networking opportunities; and referrals

Did you know that it’s now free for alumni to post career opportunities on the Dental Career Network?

Study Clubs

Did you know that we have a very active Study Club in NYC just celebrating its 20th year, and that the Alumni Association picks up the tab for new GSDM graduates?

The raffle winners: It’s time to announce the winners of the raffle that ran concurrently with the Alumni Survey conducted by Development and Alumni Relations.

There were two prizes. The second place winner of an Apple iPad is Dr. Karen Crockett, who graduated from our Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery Residency Program in 1994.

The first prize winner of an all-expenses paid trip to Boston to attend Alumni Weekend is Dr. Robert Dubanski (right). Dr. Dubanski received his DMD degree from the Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine in 1996.
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**DR. STEVE PERLMAN INDUCED INTO THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS HALL OF FAME**

Dr. Steve Perlman was inducted into the Special Olympics Hall of Fame on September 27, 2012, at Special Olympics Headquarters in Marlborough, Massachusetts.

For the past 32 years, Dr. Steve Perlman PEO D—an associate clinical professor of pediatric dentistry at the Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine—has devoted much of his private practice as well as his teaching to the treatment of children and adults with physical and intellectual disabilities.

In 1993, Dr. Perlman founded the Special Olympics Massachusetts Healthy Athletes™ Special Smiles™ program. He now serves as the lead and addressing this problem.

In 2008, Special Olympics honored Dr. Perlman with a special Lifetime Global Leadership Award in promoting human dignity. He was one of 12 individuals honored, including Nilson Mandala, Deng Pu Fang, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Vanessa Williams, Yao Ming, and Nadia Comaneci.

Dr. Perlman has been involved in many initiatives to improve and give access to oral health care for people with disabilities. Among these include being the past president and fellow of the Academy of Dentistry for Persons with Disabilities, the past president of the Massachusetts Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, a diplomate of the American Board of Special Dentistry, a member of the American Academy of Developmental Medicine and Dentistry, and former advisor to the President’s Committee for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities.

“Dr. Perlman’s commitment to providing care and access to people with disabilities is inspiring and we are all supportive of his efforts and congratulate him on his induction into the Special Olympics Hall of Fame.”

— Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter

---

**Alumni**

**class notes**

The GSDM Italian Alumni Association held a meeting in July and another with the Italian alumni of Tufts University.

Mahesh Sadhna

DMD 12 was one of 12 students nation-wide awarded the ADEA Johnson & Johnson Healthcare Preventive Dentistry Scholarship earlier this year. The scholarship supports pre-doctoral students who have demonstrated academic excellence in preventive dentistry. As a winner of this scholarship, Dr. Sadhna traveled to the 2012 American Dental Education Association Annual Session & Exhibition, held in Orlando, Florida, in March.

The GSDM Lambda Mu Chapter of Omicron Kappa Upsilon National Dental Honor Society (OKU) held its 5th annual OKU Induction Ceremony on May 10, at the BU Trustee Ballroom. The induction was presided over by Dean Jeffrey W. Hutter and OKU Chapter President Dr. Stephen Polins and Secretary Ms. Catherine Sarkis. Students inducted into OKU included: Shrutl Apte, Jessica Leigh Bogudzi, Vera Chumomodola, Makeup Paul Coppolla, Evan Ross Cohen, John Joseph Costandi, Shvili_Narendra Gohel, Mark William Hertzler, Jun Hyuk Hwang, Shwede Khalil Ciccarese, Fatima Khan, Rynata Kikuchi, Sara Lalani, Jaesep Lee, Jong Jin Lee, Sarah Naghib, Shervin Tapan Patel, Chad E. Rahban, Lilian K. Santana Gutierez, Robert Logan Smith, Kanar Ramshechaand, Shah, Aida Sororii, Ebad, Betty Suh, and Kimberly Ung. Faculty inductees were Drs. Pushkar Mahra and Tina Salade.

Courtney Brady DMD 8 joined the practice of Robin Fistole DMD 89 in July after finishing her residency at the University of Florida.

Assistant Dean of Students Joseph Calabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92 and Alex Forbes DMD 14 attended a naval ceremony in Newport, Rhode Island, for Li. Daniel Forbes, Dental Corps, United States Navy, who is completing a one-year general practice residency at OSF Saint Francis Medical Center in Pooria, Illinois.

Marc Jones DMD 10 completed a two-year pediatric residency at LSU Dentistry, and Assistant Dean of Students Joseph Calabrese DMD 91 AEGD 92 and Alex Forbes DMD 14 attended a naval ceremony in Newport, Rhode Island, for Li. Daniel Forbes, Dental Corps, United States Navy, who is completing a one-year general practice residency at OSF Saint Francis Medical Center in Pooria, Illinois.

Lindsay Bramou DMD 11 AEGD 12 has joined the practice of Drs. Pihan Garchiani and Myles Heffernan Jr. in South Lancaster, Massachusetts.

Payam Matin DMD 11 opened an Aspen Dental location in Bloomington, Illinois, on August 16, 2012. After attending GSDM, he completed a one-year general practice residency at OSF Saint Francis Medical Center in Pooria, Illinois.

Ronit Antabi-Hadar DMD 09 PEO D 07 08 opened Lexinton Pediatric Dental in 2010.

Lounda Chahab Pal ENDO 08 and her husband Philip welcomed their third son, Lucas Joseph, on July 12, 2012. He joins big brothers Ian and Alex.

Kevin Acene DMD 07 is engaged to Goli Mostofii.

Elizabeth DiBond DMD 07 and Assistant Professor Ramzi Sarkis DMD 02 ENDO 05 MSD 08 received the Fellowship Award from the Academy of General Dentistry in the United States. She will be awarded $500 for continuing education and pass a 25-question exam.

Shamil Hung DMD 07 opened a practice in Dublin, California, in June and the practice is growing steadily.

Mani Moulazadeh DMD 00 AEGD 01 ENDO 03, Thomas Biench ENDO 03, Robert Saylor ENDO 06, and Glen Eisenhuth ENDO 06 were honored as diplomates of the American Board of Endodontics (ABE) at the 2012 Louis L. Grossman Luncheon held during the AAE Annual Session in Boston.

---

© Boston University School of Medicine (AJS) Executive Director for Educational Media and Technology and longtime Special Smiles volunteer Dominic Scirvici Jr., Ed.D, AOB: Director of Educational Media and longtime Special Smiles volunteer Judy Athos, Special Smiles Massachusetts Hall of Fame Member and Global, Professor Steve Perlman PEDO 76; and GSDM Director of Alumni Relations and longtime Special Smiles volunteer Stacey McKenna for their contributions to Special Smiles.”
In Memoriam

Dr. William J. Pendegast died peacefully at home on August 17, 2012. He was 93. Born in Boston, he was raised in Dedham and lived in Weston before retiring to Marion.

Dr. Pendegast served as an officer in the U.S. Navy during World War II, where he met his wife, Betty, who was also a Navy officer.

He was the husband of the late Betty M. (McCarthey) Pendegast and the father of the late William J. “Pandy” Pendegast. You may make donations to the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute at P.O. Box 849168, Boston, MA 02284 or to the Macular Degeneration Association at P.O. Box 20256, 420 Beach Rd., Sarasota, FL 34237.

Kenneth Mark Wortman ENDO 72 of Coral Springs, Florida, died on July 9, 2012, after a long battle with lung cancer. He was born on October 4, 1942, in Brooklyn, New York. Dr. Wortman attended Brooklyn College and Temple University School of Dentistry before serving as a captain in the U.S. Army. He earned his degree in endodontics in 1972 and went on to practice his specialty in Florida for almost 40 years. He is remembered as a great family man and friend. He is survived by wife, Laurie; daughters Samantha and Tara and their husband, David; sons Glenn and Steven and his wife, Carolyn; five grandchildren, Audrey, Josh, Eden, Ryan, and Drew; a sister, Jo Ellen, and her husband, Butch; a niece, Beth, and her husband, Adam; and a nephew, Jack.

Alumni

class notes

Elaine and James Wu OMS’97

Children waiting for dental treatment in Moldova

The Kay family

Family Dental were voted by the readers of the San Jose Mercury News as the Best Dental Office in Silicon Valley in 2012. They say they are "surprised, honored, and proud to be BU-educated and trained."

Tarun Jambh DMD 99 AEGD 99 moved and expanded his Dedham Aspen Dental practice in June. He is now located at 162 Providence Highway in a 4,400 square foot space with nine treatment rooms for general dentistry and dentures.

The MDS appointed Badrish Edalapour PEDO 97 DMD 99 a guest board member in the spring. In this role, Dr. Edalapour will participate in several board meetings throughout the year.

Praja D. Kothari DMD 97 completed a pediatric dental residency in 2007 at Temple Children’s Hospital. She recently opened her own state-of-the-art pediatric practice. Visit her online at www.kidsworlddental.com.

Jose Chikvashvili II Endodontists (NY, County Dental Beth Israel Medical Center) the director of

P. Bianchi DMD 01 DMD 03 aegD 99 endo 05 Joe Chikvashvili DMD 01 is part-time professor at New York University College of Dentistry. Dr. Rudolpho Casos Clinicos en Prosthodontics and Cosmetic Dentistry.

Edgar Ab DMD 82 has three beautiful children: Josh, 15, Sarah, 14, and Hannah, 12. He says they are his “inspiration” and “reason for being.”

Elaine Casos Clinicos en Prosthodontics. She recently graduated from the University of Connecticut School of Dental Medicine as well. He was a past chair of the American Dental Association and a diplomate of the American Academy of Periodontology. He practiced periodontal board certification in Boston and Weston for more than 40 years.

He was a community of St. Anthony’s Church in Mattapoisett and a member of the Ktissettas Club, the Neighborhood Club in Quincy, and the Gridiron Club of Boston.

Dr. Pendergast served as an officer in the U.S. Navy during World War II, where he met his wife, Betty, who was also a Navy officer.
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Drs. Maha Maaita and Fadi Al-Bilbeisi
Dr. Hue T. Ly
Dr. Howard J. Ludington
Dr. Ivey L. Lipman
Dr. Peter A. E. W. Lee
Dr. Luri Lee
Dr. Soonki Lee
Dr. Jaeseop Lee
Dr. Sung Young Lee,
Dr. Christian Lares
Dr. Chris J. Lampert,
Dr. Andrea A. Malek
Ms. Catherine C. Maciazez
Dr. Ramathra Mabood
Dr. Rathul Mallik
Dr. David F. Mahady
Dr. Robert L. Mandall
Dr. Roma A. Mangani
Dr. Ovidia D. Manikome
Dr. Richard Mao
Ms. Nancy A. Marcus-Nash
Mr. Denik M. Martin
Dr. Linda L. Massoud
Dr. Jennifer L. McCormack
Dr. Baka Mbachou
Ms. Stacey L. Miller/Co
Mr. Michael E. Quinn
Dr. Viola S. Mekhala
Nicoloska Marcecko
Mara A. Meisselman
Dr. Sarah E. Meltzer
Dr. Sean A. Raymond
Snow Hill Dental, PC
Dr. Antonio Vandela
Dr. Ryan Vaughan
Dr. Jay G. Vergevwee
Dr. Dwight Vandervis
Dr. Matthew T. Walton
Dr. Jason A. Wark
Dr. Ian E. Walsh
Dr. Hannah Wang
Dr. Rachel W. Wang
Dr. Andrew C. Wang
Dr. Nesrine Waqar
Dr. Efrat W. Wang
Dr. John W. Wark
Dr. Peerapong Warakarn
Dr. sharpen R. Wang
Dr. Jason A. Wark
Dr. Jessica W. Yu
Dr. Wen-Chyi Ying
Dr. Song Yang
Dr. Jing-Feng Xie and Mr. Hong Mei
Dr. Fang Xia
Dr. Dawn M. West
Dr. Alan M. Shuman
Dr. Bradford M. Town
Dr. Robert W. Stoddard
Miss Jaye S. Tyler
Dr. Sung Hyun Yoon
Dr. Richard D. Salzmann
Dr. Karim Salem
Dr. Jason W. Yu
Dr. Jessica W. Yu
Dr. Josh L. Torres
Dr. Paul N. Tolmie
Dr. Satyanarayanan T. Thirumalai
Dr. Jack B. Thigpen
Dr. and Mrs. Abolghassem M. Tehrani
Dr. Jack B. Thigpen
Dr. Lindsey A. Joanis
Dr. Jennifer K. Feinberg
Dr. Joseph Kabaklian
Dr. Mrs. Brian M. Katouzian
Dr. Kunal Makiwara
Dr. Eleni Kanaris
Dr. Nicholas K. Karaman
Garrison Family Dental
Dr. Adastra Khyari
Ms. Jane G. Kaufman
Dr. Howard B. Kay
Mr. Stephen M. Kaye
Dr. George L. Kiefer
Dr. Mary J. Kelmarten
Dr. Bakir Khan
Dr. Himma Khan
Dr. Rohit Elukhri
Dr. Jennifer Kim
Dr. Chong K. Kim
Dr. Janin E. Kim
Dr. David J. Knight,
H & K Endodontics Inc.
Dr. Hanta Kodal
Dr. Ashok K. Kalan
Dr. Akhilesh K. Kalan
Dr. Matthew Kramer
Dr. Jack J. Kouns
Dr. Olga Kuklenko
Dr. Priyav K. Kushkutai
Dr. Kavee L. Kucharski
Dr. Shanmugam Karunananayan
Dr. Sophia Lalani

President’s Society (AFLGS) Member
Young Alumni Giving Society Member
Faculty/Staff Member
Parent
Three-year Consecutive Giving
First-time Donor
Deceased

Celebrating our first 50 years
Celebrating our first 50 years at Boston University
Henry Mann School of Dental Medicine

50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 2013 EVENTS

FEBRUARY 1 – 3  KICK-OFF 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION RECEPTION AT YANKEE DENTAL CONGRESS BOSTON, MA
FEBRUARY 1  ALUMNI RECEPTION BOCA RATON, FL
MARCH 8  ALUMNI RECEPTION SCOTTSDALE, AZ
MARCH 16  ALUMNI RECEPTION SEATTLE, WA
APRIL 10  DONALD F. BOOTH EDUCATION DAY & RETURN TO RESIDENCY PROGRAM BOSTON, MA
APRIL 11  RECEPTION AT THE CALIFORNIA DENTAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING ANAHEIM, CA
APRIL 24 – 27 GLOBAL DAYS OF SERVICE WORLDWIDE
APRIL 18  RECEPTION AT THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ENDODONTISTS ANNUAL SESSION HONOLULU, HI
MAY 5  RECEPTION AT THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ORTHODONTISTS ANNUAL SESSION BOSTON, MA
MAY 17 – 19  COMMENCEMENT WEEKEND PHILADELPHIA, PA
MAY 23–26  RECEPTION AT THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY ANNUAL MEETING OLANDO, FL
JUNE 5  RECEPTION AT THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON PERIODONTICS & RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY BOSTON, MA
AUGUST 15 – 17  ANNUAL MEETING AT THE CALIFORNIA DENTAL ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING SAN FRANCISCO, CA
SEPTEMBER 29–30  RECEPTION AT THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PERIODONTICS ANNUAL MEETING PHILADELPHIA, PA
OCTOBER 2–4  ENDODONTIC ALUMNI ASSOCIATION FALL MEETING BOSTON, MA
OCTOBER 16  OFFICIAL 50TH BIRTHDAY OF YDSM BOSTON, MA
OCTOBER 24  ALUMNI WEEKEND BOSTON, MA
OCTOBER 25–27  ALUMNI WEEKEND PHILADELPHIA, PA
OCTOBER 26  ANTHONY J. GANNELY ORTHODONTIC SYMPOSIUM BOSTON, MA
OCTOBER 20–NOVEMBER 3  RECEPTION AT THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF ORTHODONTIC ALUMNI NEW ORLEANS, LA
NOVEMBER 4  ANTHONY J. GANNELY CEREMONY DURING THE AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION ANNUAL MEETING BOSTON, MA
NOVEMBER 28  ASSOCIATION CELEBRACION PARA LA PARODONTOLOGIA Е IMPLANTOLOGIA FLORENCE, ITALY
NOVEMBER 30  RED HOT HOCKEY: BU VS. CORNELL NEW YORK, NY

LOOK FOR DETAILS ON OTHER EVENTS, INCLUDING THOSE IN THE MIDDLE EAST, ASIA, AND EUROPE, TO COME SOON!
In 2013, we celebrate the 50th anniversary of our School and we are planning a fun, yearlong celebration. Since Dean Hutter asked me to chair the working group to organize the celebration of our 50th anniversary, I’ve enjoyed reflecting on where we are and all that has happened since Henry Goldman generated the idea of starting a Division of Stomatology in the Department of Medicine at Boston University Medical School. That was in 1958. Knowing Henry (and I did get to work with him for several years) he already had a pretty clear vision even then of how the School would evolve.

When we actually became a dental school 49 years ago in October of 1963, there were a small handful of dedicated faculty who were putting together some of the most outstanding post-doctoral programs in the world. Some of the specialties were fairly new—Goldman essentially invented the field of periodontology.

Very quickly, the work of several of our early stars—Goldman, Frankl, Schilder, Gianelly, Booth, Kramer, Jong, Sinabaldi, and several others—brought us a national and international reputation. We very quickly became well known for scientific and clinical excellence in the specialties and as innovators in dental research. I wonder how many of us know that our former dean, Spencer Frankl, led the investigative studies showing the effectiveness of fluoride in the prevention of dental decay.

In spite of our accomplishments, we are still progressive, young, and vital. Dean Hutter has a vision for the School that is dynamic and forward-looking. Our Applied Strategic Planning process encompasses all aspects of our programs, our community, and our GSDM family.

Our 2013 celebration is just beginning and will really kick off in a big way at our traditional Alumni Reception at the Yankee Dental Congress on February 1, 2013. However, we have a full agenda of celebratory events that will involve our whole family—students, faculty, staff, alumni, and friends.

Our Planning Group consists of:

- Ms. Mary Becotte
- Dr. Joseph Calabrese
- Ms. Lindsey Corrigan
- Dr. Shadi Daher
- Dr. Neal Fleisher
- Dr. Paula K. Friedman
- Mr. Kevin Holland
- Ms. Lindsay Corrigan
- Dr. Carl McManama
- Dr. Ian Peters
- Dr. Mitch Saliba
- Mr. Kevin Holland

We’ll keep you all informed as our plans for 2013 progress.

Tom Kilgore
Associate Dean for Advanced Education & International Programs

We are still accepting historic photos of the School to be included in 50th anniversary publications and celebrations. Send photos to sdmalum@bu.edu

Are you married to another GSDM alum?
Are you a member of the military?
Share your story with us and we may ask to feature you in an upcoming issue of Impressions. Send stories to sdmalum@bu.edu
Join the GSDM online community!

facebook.com/budental  @budental  youtube.com/bugsdm  yelp (search the school name)  flickr.com/bu_dental